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Students march for Higher ed
lEA rall~ draws thousands the~e seems ~o be a gen~ral
feeling that higher education C \ ~to state ouse do~sn'~ need. to be a priori- . ..' ·N.
ty, said Chnstensen. 1', r/ ~~
By Mgtt Nezngnskl said. Howard said she receives !!>. 1 <
The Arbiter Meanwhile, nearly 75 stu- newspaper clippings every'~ ~ ,
dents gathered in front of the week showing how nobody is' 0
Holding signs emblazoned business building in support fighting education cuts. <)
with slogans like, "If you can of higher education. "In one of them, a legisla-
read this, thank a teacher," The students were part of tor said he's been surprised
thousands of educators an ASBSU-led group and by the lack of support for \
swarmed the statehouse joined the rally already in education interests. I guess
Tuesday. progress. he can't say that now,"
The group gathered to ASBSU lobbyist Brad Howard said.
protest the Idaho legisla- Christensen said with $13 . Aaron Calkins, ASBSU
ture's $13 million cut in the million in cuts between four education department sena-
public education allocation Idaho universities, faculty tor said it is important for
for next year. layoffs, and increasing stu- future teachers to let legisla-
"The legislation had other dent fees, student rallies tors know an Idaho educa-
options like tapping into the show legislators higher edu- tion means something.
millennium fund or doing cation should be a priority He said higher education
something about last year's for the state. student fees increase because
tax cut," Marilyn Howard, "I'm down at the legisla- of budget reductions every
state school superintendent ture almost every day, and year, yet when the K-12 bud-
get is cut, everybody is in an
uproar.
"We don't want them to
lose sight of higher educa-
tion," Calkins said.
The Boise State toll in the
budget wrangling amounts
to 10.7 percent, nearly $9.6
million.
ASBSU President Nate
Peterson said student fees are
planned to increase 12 per-
cent next year, plans have
ground to a halt on the
Student Union expansion
project, and still BSU expects
to lose 33 faculty positions.
"That means fewer class
sections and longer gradua-
tion times," he said.
According to Peterson,
students began paying "user
fees years ago, a process he
contends is unconstitutional.
The Idaho State
Constitution forbids any
public institution from charg-
ing tuition to Idaho residents.
"User fees are how we've
been paying for our faculty, a
problem that is exacerbated
given the shortfall," Peterson
said.
Wendy Percifield, BSU
alumni and English and
Journalism teacher at Kuna
High School, said she is
under the impression legisla-
tors can find more money
somewhere instead of cutting
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Mike Johnson (foreground) holds his daughter Kaite during the
rally In front of the Capitol. Mike Johnson teaches at Collister and
Pierce Park elementary schools. see RALLY page 3
Boise State dorm resident
alleges rape, no charges pressed
Sergeant Gary Rouse of the
sheriff's department said the vic-
tim knew her alleged assailant,
but is unwilling to pursue any
charges in the matter.
He said she also refused to
have any evidence collected.
"We know who this person is,
where he is and everything," said
Rouse.
However, without any evi-
dence or a witness, he said, pros-
ecution is unlikely.
Rouse said the suspect, who
has not been questioned by
police, lives off campus. He
added that the police believe he
poses no threat to anyone in the
campus community.
Rouse said the case remains
under investi$ation and alcohol
was involved m the incident.
According to a 2000 report
issued by the U'S, Department of
Justice, about one in 36 college
women experience a completed
or an attempted rape in an acado-
micyear.
BSU's Department of Campus
Safety, in compliance with the
federal Campus Security Act of
1990, I?ublislles an annual report
of the institution's crime statistics.
According to this oompilation,
four rapes, including the Feb. 16
incident, were reported at univer-
sity-owned facilities since 1998.
A spokesl?erson for BSU's
Student Housmg confirmed that
app'roximately 460 women lived
in the campus dorms during the
,For both completed and Fall 2001 semester.
at~pted ra.pe$. ,abo.ut 9.in 1.0 A oomparison of the number
offenders, were known to the of female residents and the Justice
vktitn. .... ' . . ...;...•' Department's rape statistic sug-
',.·12.8 ~t ofcompieted ' gests that a numDer of rapes go
rapes.~5 per<;entofa~pted ' unreported each year.
rapes' and" 22.9 percento{' "RapE; is a violence against'··4:f~/~;7:t~t···,~ta~..." ~~~~ci!r~f~£
t'~ ~;~~~~V:=:~ot
to report orpursuep~tion of
a rape for several reasons.
She said one (!)(planation is
that some women taKe a lot of the
~ility for the attack onto
themselves; the victiIri feels she
must. have .done something to
causeil
By Erin Willis
The Arbiter
On the evening of Feb. 16, the
Ada County Sheriff's
Department received a report of
an alleged rape at 1421 Campus
Lane at Boise State.
A female dorm resident
reported to the university's sub-
station that the rape occurred at
about 5 a.m,
Rape Crisis Phone
Numbers:
Idaho Coalition Against
Sexual and Domestic
Violence - 384-0419
Women's and Children's
Alliance Rape Crisis
Advocacy- 345~7273
Valley Crisis Center - 467-
4130
Boise State University
Women's Center - 426-4259
The National College
Women Sexual Victimization
study by the U.5; Department
of Justice. Findings of a
national-level survey of 4,446
college· women; published
December 2000:
Fellen also said the woman
fears what people may think of
her, or that people may not
believe her if she reports the
crime.
Melissa Wintrow, coordinator
of BSU's Women's Center, said
the campus environment may
contribute to a female student's
decision not to report a rape.
She said the campus commu-
nity does not support a climate in
which women can talk about
their assaults and feel they will be
treated fairly.
Changing this environment
would include introducing rr,ore
programs and events on campus
aimed at discussing sexual
assaults.
Win trow said this effort
would tell women it is acceptable
to talk about this type of crime.
She said the Women's Center
offers sexual assault victims a safe
place to find resources and corn-
fort on campus.
'We will, provide advocacy,
support and connection for any
woman corning here," Wintrow
said. "I want them to know they
can come here and find their way
through the system."
Campus organizers have
scheduled several upcoming
events addressing sexual victim-
ization and awareness.
On March 12, the Women's
Center is sponsoring the Student
Roundtable on Campus Climate
for Women at Boi'iC State.
The public forum will be held
in the Farnsworth Room of the
Student Union at noon.
In addition, March 15-21 is
Aloohol Awareness Week
Several BSU departments have
activities planned at the Student
Union throughout the week, and
one sessio..'l discusses the link
betWeen alcohol and violence.
BSU's Criminal Justice
Depamnent .is coordinating a
senes of presentations,' videos
and dramatic productions during-
Victims' Rights Week.. April22-
25. "
Events will be, held in· the
Jordan and Hatxh ballrooms of
the Student Union .
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Trevor Irish, personnel director for ASBSUshouts his support offundlng for educatlon In front of
the Business Building on Tuesday. Irish also carried a sign that says "I'd rather be In class ... but
Idon't have a teacher."
Foundation gives BSU
$60,000 research grant
Undergraduate research emphasis makes
graduates more competitive
By Mary Margaret Rice research
The Arbiter Schimpf says the grant requires
research projects that arc collabo-
rative between biology and diem-
istry.
This collaborative effort will
aid students in gaining interdisci-
plinary experience.
This is important, he said,
bemuse biology and chemistry arc
so closely related.
"Something you do in biology
has an impact on what you do in
chemistry and vise-versa," Irvin
said.
Irvin said the two different dis-
ciplines will now have a chance to
get together and look at the impact
they have on each other.
Owens agreed biology and
chemistry are uniquely compati-
ble, and added participation in
undergraduate research is a good
resume builder.
The grant gives students a
chance for hands-on experience
with projects and peer interaction.
The educational value of the
research the grant' provides will
enable students to become more
oompetitive with other colleges..
Schimpf said.
"They will have an easier task
of getting into graduate college
and become more employable in a
research lab profession or other,"
he said.
Ruch said the grant provides
opportunities for undergraduates
who want to get involved in the
research process, do research,
write up their findings, and get
The MERC pharmaceutical
company foundation has award-
ed Boise State University $20,000
per year for three years to fund
joined undergraduate research
between the biology and chem-
istry departments.
The $60,000award will be USl'Ci
at Boise State to fund 12 under-
graduate student research fellow-
ships of $4600.
Four fellowships will be
awarded per year for 3 years. TIle
balance of the funds will be used
to host an undergraduate research
conference, where students will
present the results of their
research.
TIle grant is designed to
increase interdisciplinary research
between biologists and chemists
said Martin Schimpf grant coordi-
nator and dean of arts and sci-
enoes.
"That this group will invest in
BSUsignals that we're doing good
work in research," Boise State
President Charles Ruch said.
Director of research Larry Irvin
said when BSU wins an award it
adds credibility to the institution.
"It shows we have a caliber of
faculty and students that can com-
pete with other institutions," he
said.
Vice President of Research
John Owens said the award's goal
is also to encourage students to
become actively involved in
published.
He said it gives students a com-
petitive edge if their career plans
are in science.
Research at BSU is typically
discipline-specific at the under-
graduate level. Irvin says it is
mostly grad programs that arc
research oriented.
"You very rarely see (research)
at the undergraduate level,"
Shimpf said.
However, Schimpf says in
recent years it has become more
important to science professionals
and scholars that more progress is
made in the scientific arena.
He says students' early
research experience will add large-
ly to significant science advances, '
Owens said, "When you get
more creative people involved in
research you do a better job of it."
According to Owens, under-
graduates are valuable in the
research field bemuse they have a
clean slate; he undergraduates
typically have no pre-conceived
research ideas.
He said he also values the
recruitment aspects.
"From a purely selfish stand-
point we'll have a chance to reauit
some of them, which will help
with the graduate program.
However, this is only secondary to
giving them a better education,"
Owens said.
Students· may apply for a fel-.
lowship through·. their research
advisor or faculty involved in
interdisciplinary reSearch.
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Patience in the Desert:'
Arnold, winner of the 1998
Yale Younger Poets Award
and author of "Shells," will
hold a poetry workshop at 9:45
a.m. and a reading at 4 p.m.
March 15, followed by the
Oinkari Basque Dancers at 5
p.m.
A book sale of featured
authors, a book drive orga-
nized by the student advisers
and student representatives
benefiting Idaho's Bells for
Books program, and a variety
of breakout sessions will also
beheld.
Boise State's Zeta Upsilon
chapter of Sigma Tau Delta
helped sponsor the convention
and presenters and mediators
will include Boise State stu-
dents and faculty, as well as
Sigma Tau Delta members
from colleges and universities
around the country.
Topics such as Shakespeare,
American Fiction, Original
Poetry, Ways We Talk,
Hemingway, and Outside the
Mainstream in Film will be dis-
cussed throughout the first
three days of the convention.
Registration deadline for
the convention is Friday,
March IS, at noon.
Registration forms and
additional information can be
found online at www.eng-
lish.org.
Sigma Tau Delta conven.tion
~estoBoise
.~:,-:"'<' .>," •...•. , ..
::'$~~ NeXie, who wrote
"Reservation Blues" and co-
authored the screenplay for the
film "Smoke Signals, ff Utah
essayist Terry Tempest
Williams and poet Craig
Arnold are among the featured
speakers at the international
convention of Sigma Tau
Delta, the English honors orga-
nization that includes a chap-
ter at Boise State University.
The convention will be held
March 14-17 at the Grove Hotel
in downtown Boise and is
open to the public.
The cost is $60 and includes
the final awards banquet on
March 16; registration will be
hcldMarch 14 from 11 a.m.-
6:30p.m.
On March 17, an optional
tour of southwestern Idaho
will take participants to vari-
ous attractions including wine
tasting at Ste. Chapcllc
Winery.
The tour is an additional
$27.
Alexic will present the
keynote address at 7 p.m.
March 14 at the Grove Hotel's
Grand Ballroom and will also
be available for a book signing
afterwards.
Selected by The New
Yorker magazine as one of the
best American fiction writers
under 40, Alexic is a
Spokane! Coeur 0' Alene
Indian who has written
. numerous plays, short stories
and novels including "The
Toughest Indian in the
World," and "Indian Killer."
Williams will read from her
works at 4 p.m. March 14. She
is the recipient of a
Guggenheim Fellowship and is
author of "Refuge,"" An
Unspoken Hunger:"'Leap"
and "Red: Passion and
Computer system users
required to fill out account
request form
In response 10 an audit by
the external auditors, all cam-
pus computer systems users
must fill out a new Account
Request Form for access 10 all
Boise Slate systems, regardless
of who manages your servers.
If you have a Novell/net-
work account, a GroupWise
account, access to either of the
PeopleSoft systems or an active
directory account for web
authoring access you need to
fill out a new Account Request
Form.
Only one copy of the
account request form is
required to identify all
accounts you need, regardless
of which accounts you have, or
how many different letters you
might get. .
The form can be found at:
oit.boisestate.edu / accountre-
quest/ .
Routing instructions can be
found on a link at the Account
Request Form site.
The routing instructions can
be accessed from within the
form or directly, by going to
oit.boisestate.edu / accountre-
quest / routing.htm.
The names of the appropri-
ate data stewards are listed in
the routing instructions for
People Soft inquiries.
Questions about Novell
and/or GroupWise, the names
of the network administrators
can also be found on the rout-
ing instructions sheet.
This form must be filled out
and submitted no later than
March 15. Anyone not return-
ing a form will lose access to all
Boise State systems by April
26. .
Select the new prompt for'
the account type. If you have
general questions about filling
out the form, call the HeIp
Desk at extension 4357.
Remember, only one
Account Request Form with a
reference to all the accounts
you need is required.
New voice mail for university
telephone numbers 1500-1999
University telephone num-
bers 426-1500 through 426-
1999 will be moved to the new
voice mail system.
When the new system is
installed employees will be
able to send, forward and
receive messages between both
the IP and Ericsson phone sys-
tems.
Employees are asked to
clear their messages from the
old voice mail system on the
Friday before their extension is
to be moved.
New voice-mail boxes will
be ready to configure the fol-
lowing Sunday after 6 p.m.
The new voice-mail access
number will be 426-5999.
Passwords will be reset to
12345. Employees will need to
set a new password for their
protection.
A Web-based instruction
guide is available at
network.boisestate.edu / Telep
hone / Unity / voicemaiI.htm.
Other telephone numbers
will be moved according to the
following schedule:
March 11 4 2 6 - 2 0 0 0
through 426-3399
March 18 426 - 3 4 00
through 426-4299
March 25 4 2 6 - 4 3 0 0
through 426-9999
Center for book exhibit to
open; Musical performances
set
The Idaho Center for the
Book will open its exhibit titled
"The Book & Light" on
Monday, March 4, in the
Liberal Arts Building.
On display will be 3-0,
hologram, photochromatic, sil-
houette, ViewMaster, stere-
ogram, moire, anamorphic,
shadow-casting, glow-in-the-
dark and flip artists and trade
books, as well as related solar
devices, artifacts and reference
works.
Also included in the exhibit
will be The Light as Book, a
bookwork lamp designed for
the exhibit by its curators,
graduate BSU book arts stu-
dents Matthew Brunicardi,
Greg Harm, [o Anne Hill,
Shannon Mahoney and Cluisti
Nogle.
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MARCH 7
"Women in Sports:
Hoops, Hurdles and
History," brown bag lec-
ture, Boise State Women's
Center. Noon. Presented
by Women's Center. Free.
Call 426-4259.
MARCH 7-8
Quilting Exhibit,
Student Union. Fireplace
Lounge. 8 a.m-S p.m. Mar.
7, 8 a.m-I p.m. Mar. 8.
Presented by the Women's
Center. Free. Call 426-
4259.
MARCH 8
Third Day concert, The
Pavilion 7:30 p.m. Tickets:
$20.50 and $23 at Select-a-
Seat, 426-1766 or
www.idahotickets.com.
$18.50 for groups of 10 or
more and Boise State stu-
dents and staff at Pavilion
box office.
Business student/ com-
munity luncheon, Smoky
Mountain Pizza and Pasta,
415 E. Parkcenter Blvd.
Noon-l:30 p.m. Sponsored
by Student Consulting
Group student club. $6.
Call 426-1888.
MARCH 9
Idaho Guitar Society,
guest artist: David
Burp-ess. Morrison Center
Recital Hall. 7:30 p.m, Free
master class 12:30-3 p.m.
Presented by Idaho Guitar
Society and Boise State
Guitar Society. Concert
tickets: $5-$10. Call 426-
3980.
MARCHiO
Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestra, Morrison
Center Main Hall. 7 p.m,
Presented by Student
Programs Board and Fox
12. lickets: $15.50-$30.50
at Select-a-Seat, 426-1110
or www.idahotickets.com.
MARCH 11
Bronco gymnastics. vs.
Bri~ham Young
Uruversity, The Pavilion. 7
p.m. Call 426 4737.
"All That Jazz," Chuck
Smith, Esther Simplot
Performing Arts
Academy, 516 S. 9th St.
6:30 8:30 p.m. Renaissance
Institute seminar series.
$40 for four-session series
plus membership fee. Call
1l26-1709. .
ASBSU Faculty
Recognition Dinner,
Jordan Ballroom. 7-10 p.m.
Presented by ASBSU.
Tickets: TBA. Call 426·
1440.
"Women's Rights
Movements." brown bag
lecture, Student Union
Barnwell Room. 12:15-1:30
p.m. Presented by the
Women's Center. Free.
Call 426-4259.
MARCH 12
Student Roundtable on
Campus Climate for
Women at Boise State,
Student Union Farnsworth
Room. Noon. Presented by
the Women's Center. Free.
Call 426 4259.
For Tickets Call:
1-800-965-4827
April 9th
I
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Film~_traceslDusical roots
of Civil Rights movement
."Mahalia: ~ Go~pe.1 Musical" is coming to
B~lse State University in celebration of Women's
History Month on March 15 at the Morrison
Center.
The production is a musical rendition of the
life of Mahalia Jackson, who became the musical
voice of the Civil Rights Movement.
J~ckson is known as the Queen of Gospel
music for her.l:.lutrageous humor, but it is her
unshakeable faith that made her music truly
unforgettable.
The musical portrays the laughter, the tears,
and th~ glory .that were a part of her life story.
Melissa Wmtrow, Women's Center coordina-
tor, started making arrangements for this musical
pr~uc,tion early last year.
It IS because of the many friends of the
Wo~en's Center that we were able to get this
musical to come here. The theatre and music
departments, lowe them a great thanks. Itwould
have been hard for us to afford it, but through
their support," Wintrow said.
'Jackson, who liyed from 1911 to 1972, brought
black gospel music to a worldwide, multiracial
audience.
Born in New Orleans, Louisiana, she was the
granddaughter of slaves, and the daughter of a
Baptist preacher.
~y the age of five, Jackson was singing in the
choir of her father's church. At sixteen, she
moved to Chicago looking for a better life.
Famous Blues singer Bessie Smith inspired
much of her music.
Unlike Smith, Jackson never sang the blues,
strictly adhering to gospel music.
As her fame grew, many pressures urged her
to change to blues or more popular music, but
Jackson stood firm, declaring her voice was a gift
of Cod, and she would usc it only to glorify Him.
~~;'••I Pro-Life Group Disrupts
fr~-m-n-K-h-o-cl-s.------b-e-m-u-s-e-ili-e-y-h-e-ar-ili-e-I-d-'ah-O-S-t-ro-ti-re-r-s-ai-d-"-s-e-~-s~~-l-lc-~AbortionDocumentary
Percifield said the books economy will not recover tion funds are always the first By Andy Benson
she checks out to her students quickly. thing to receive budget The Ar/liler
are falling apart and the "They say better some reductions, especially in arts
school doesn't have the pain now than lots of pain and music.
money to replace them. later," she said. "And they can spend some
"It means more teachers Howard said if legislators $7 million on Curtis Road
will be dipping in their own want to send a message of and tlie Flying Y, it's ridicu-
Rockets buying supplies for hope, they need to keep pub- lous," he said.
things like art," she said. lie schools, colleges and uni-
Howard said legislators versifies up and running.
claim they are being cautious Education major Sam
Pro-life demonstrators disrupt-
ed the showing of "Jane: An
Abortion Service," Monday
evening at the Special Events
Center in the SUB. An Ada
County sheriffs deputy forcibly
removed Brandi Swindell, leader
of the demonstrators, when she
refused to leave after several
warnings.
The protesters belong to
Generation Life, an organization
described by one member as andeclde professor's fate "evangelical pro-life m~nist9' out-I • .I. 4 reach," 111e organization IS two
years old and has one other
Arabic, and he does not represent brand~ in Washington D.C.
.us, and my view is you should fire SWII~dell,. who. scrv~~s as
him'" che said. Generation Life nallonal thrector,
Gcl~~haft said she has been ~;aidher or~anizati~ln is ~msider-
galhering "tremendous and con- mg legal acllon agamst ~OlseState
stant advice" from students and and the speaker, Kate Klrtz
facully since January. "IlSU set a d~nge~us ~)rt'CL~
But what about AI-Arian? d~nt Mond~y mght, . Swmdell
Genshaft said she dlX.'Sn't know smd. "We Willbe sendmg a letter
what the purpose of mL'Ctingwilh
him would be, and in order to do
so, she would have lo SL'Ckadvice
from her legal counsel.
In less than two. weeks, the
AAUP will send a lhrt'L'-membcr
panel to investigate whether
Genshaft violated the academic
fn.'L'<iomof AI-Arian.
But Genshaft has two prob-
lems with the AAUP's visit: one,
she questions the timing of ti,e
group's visit, as it falls in tile mid-
dle of USF s spring break - a time
when most studenls and faculty
will be off campus.
Two, she said she has yet to
make a decision and she only has
written a lelter of intent to tenni-
nate AI-Arian.
"We think that it's not a good
time to be here on spring break,
even though they are sending one
person back afterwards (March
21). We nCL'<ito make it very clear
that this is tlleir moice in coming
in at this time," Genshaft s.1id.
'We think it's very premature.
There has not been any dL'Cision
made, and I don't know how they
could write a report before any
action has been taken. There has-
n't been anything violated at this
point."
The report, wlum will help a
national AAUP committee decide
if USF should be censured, is
already flawed, Genshaft said,
because the "timing is inoppor-
tune."
Genshaft s.1idtI,ere is a general
feeling of fear and panic among
students who tllink if USF is cen- .
sured it will cheapen their N" h d ' 'k" ~1' , 'I 't U~ I
d~ure "is just a staten1ent; it 4. 1& ts an' 3 Days S nng, ;1. ussr j~',.1:t!r~ i"iUIUOllrs,
doesn't mean anytl1ing more than '~=~S~ plus the only pro-level big air event In Idaho.
n't take an~ing away from the
~~~ti~; ~~~~ Call1·800-634·S347 for DetaiL~and ReservadoDs
that." .. '
Censhaft said she deliberately
is taking her time before she
makes ner decision so she can
gather as much information as
possible. She said because Al-
Arian still is being R<rld., there is no
time frame as to when she has to
render a decision.
She said, however, she would
hold off on her decision mtil after
the AAUP visits but wouldn't say
if she would wait until after theY
have written their report.
'1hey will come nere before I
make my decision," Genshaft
said. And that decision has been
'weighing heavily an her .,inind
since Dec. 19, she said.·'
South Florida U. to
By Amy Wegner
The Arbiter
By Ryan Meehan
The Orodc (U. SOlllh Florida)
TAMPA, Fla. - University of
South Florida President Judy
Censhaft's spacious office over-
looks a plaza the scllool dLxlicated
to celebratt.xI civil rights activist
Martin Luther King Jr. But now,
Genshaft finds herself accused of
violating one of the country's most
S.1C1'L'<.1. rights: frL'CspL'L'ch.
Genshaft's dL'Cision to pursue
the termination of controversial
professor Sami AI-Arian has
polarizLxI a university and cap-
tured national intert'St, garnering
copy and airtime in TIle New York
Times and Dateline NBC, to cite
two.
On l1lUrsday Gel1shaft spoke
about AI-Arian, the threat ofbcing
blacklisted by the American
Association of University
ProfL'SSOrsand the reasons behind
her decisions.
Genshaft recognized this com-
plex case is "nationally visible and
pl'l'CLxlent-sctting," but she said
what is most important is to view
the situation holistically, not just
since Sept. 26, when allegations of
AI-Arian'~ terrorist ties were rein-
trodua.'<i by talk show host Bill
O'Reilly.
"You cannot take this semester
as an isolated incident. You must
take professor AI-Arian's past and
present in order to make a deci-
sion about tile future," eenshaft
: said. 'This is a person with a his-
tory. This isn't somebody tllat just
has had some issues that are
, involved in just one semester."
TIlat history, whim includes
AI-Arian's association with
Ramadan Abdullah Shallah. for-
mer USF ndjunct professor and
current leader of the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad, first carne to light in
a PBS documentary titled "Jihad
in America."
The creator of that fihn is
Steven Emerson, a terrorism con-
sultant for NBC whose credibility
came under fire in 1995 when he
wrongly blamed Islamic funda-
mentalists for the Oklahoma Gty
bombing.
On Censhaft's desk sits
Emerson's latest book, "lhe
Terrorists Among Us," a book she
has recommended to those who
wish to understand the past better,
whim she said is crucial for ren-
dering a decision.
GCnshaft said in the wake of
Sept. 11,Emerson has been "resur-
: rected with great esteem," but
even if f'l:Ople do not take his
word as the absolute troth" AI-
, Arian's terrorist ties are evident in
other forms. .
. "1 think one of the videotapE;'>
that weve seen actually has AI-
Arian in the videotai'E: at these
'ih d ~. ",......:_t.~t. saidJam ,\.Jen:,""" .'
. "What it· Y does is.substanti-
ates a lot of those anegati~"
Furthermore, (;ensl:Laft dtarac-
terized the r>epartrnentofJustire's
She soon became the voice of the Civil Rights
Movement, and an ardent supporter of Martin
.Luther King, Jr.
Appearing with King in Birmingham and
Montgomery, Ala, as well as in the famous
march on Washington.
Jackson appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show, a
rare feat for an African-American woman at that
~e, and performed at Carnegie Hall many
nmes.
She became the first person to bring gospel
music into the White House, and entertained
great political leaders throughout the world.
Joy Vandervort-Cobb, who directs this pro-
duction of "Mahalia", is a graduate of the
University of Southern California's school of per-
forming arts.
She is currently in her sixth year as assistant
professor of African-American theatre and per-
formance at the College of Charleston.
"Mahalia" was first produced at the Old Log
Theatre in Minneapolis, Minn.
Charlie Davis, English professor, Richard
Young, Art professor, and Richard Klautsch,
Theatre professor, have all donated their time to
support tile production and Women's History
month.
"It feels good to have this kind of support. I'm
fortunate," Wintrow said.
Shesaid it is important to note the Women's
Center is not a man hating group, and empha-
sizes the importance of the Women's Center on
campus.
She said it is simply an organization that sup-
ports women, whoever they are, whatever beliefs
and faiths that they might have.
"All the activities that the Women's Center is
offering are ranged from things like the Vagina
Monologues to a gospel musical. This is a wide
range, covering many peoples' interests,"
Wintrow said.
Photo by Carol ROH9Q.
Cherlsse Scott In the title role In "Mahalia" and Monroe Kent as Martin Luther Klnq.
acknowledgement last week of an
ongoing and active invL'Stigation
into the actions of AI-Arian as
"profound."
"You ask pL'Oplefrom around
ti,e country, and it's just unheard
of," she s.1id, referring to ti,e typi-
cal FBI policy of not disclosing tile
status of a case.
Genshaft also received a brief-
ing from head of the Senate
Intdligenre CommitlL'C,U.S. Sen.
Bob Graham (D-Fla.), following
his briefing from ti,e FI3I two
weeks ago. She s.lid their conver-
sation was confidential but
dL'SCribedit as "very helpful."
Nevertheless, AI-Arian never
has bL'CndlargLxIwitll a crime and
has denied adamantly any sympa-
thy toward terrolist organizations.
Some say Genshaft was too
quick to decide to pursue his. fir-
ing, making her decision on DL'C.
19, only hours after the Board of
Trustees recommended tllat she
doso.
AI-Arian said III an interview
last montll he had acknowledged
he posed a safety threat on cam-
pus and would nave been willing
to discuss options with the presi-
dent, such as teaming via the
Intemet or through telecourses.
He even s.1id he'd take a leave of
absence.
So why not meet with him
before deciding to oust him?
"The recommendation from
the board was to temlinate
because he had violated a contract.
Now, if he had violated a contract,
then what's to negotiate?"
eenshaft said, referring to USF's
collective bargaining agreement.
A private attorney hired by
USF told the board Dec. 19
because AI-Arian did not disass0-
ciate himself from the university
when he appeared on "l1le
O'Reilly Factor," he broke the por-
tion of the collective bargaining
agreement that states facul~ must
indicate they are not an "Institu-
tional representative unless specif-
ically authorized as such."
In addition Gertsh2ft said AI-
Arian never has requested to meet
with her. Instead, she said, he has
requested a meeting with the
BOT, but Chairman Dick Beard
denied the request"
When asked if AI-Arian's com-
ments such as "Death to Israel"
and his avid opposition toward
Isralili occupation made Genshaft
?:fSOnally motivated, Genshaft,
who is Jewislvbecame .infuriated.
"'That has nothing to with this
decision. I am the president of an
institution that haS to deal with
4O,0CK>students on the carnpllil at
any one time, and rm responsible
for their ~, and that's what
matters to me, , she said,
Infact,Genshaftsaid the issue
isn't necessarily as religiously
divided as itmay seem.
'Tvehad many peo£le come
ul' tome at meetings andhand me
a business' card and say, '1am
to BSU and Kate [Kirtz] telling
them that we are considering a
lawsuit. Every one has a right to
speak at a university."
Swindell said Kirtz inferred a
link between terrorism and
Swindell's group while conduct-
ing a Q & A SL'SSionprior to tile
111m. Kirtz labeled some actions
taken against abortion providers,
such as clinic bombings, shoot-
ings, and anthrax hoaxes, as acts
of terrorism.
"It's important to not succumb
to the politics of hate and intoler-
ance," Kirtz said.
At one point Kirtz was being
videotaped by one of the protest-
ers. TIle individual was subse-
quently usked to stop taping by
event personnel.
After the Q&A session,
Swindell, accompanied by a Ada
County deputy, approacllLxI Kirtz
and threatenL'<i possible legal
action. TI,e discussion bL'Came
heated . and culminated in
S",rindell's removal from tile audi-
torium after she ignored requests
to leave by an event staff member.
'1 politely approached her and
told her that if she continued to
imply that we are affiliated with
terrorism, we would contact our
attorneys," Swindell said, "But
somehow she was able to intimi-
date the Student Programs Board
and manipulate them into throw-
ing me out."
However, Swindell said she
considered tile protest sUCCL'SSful.
"'Olere were people who left
after we distributed our literature
to them, so we consider tile
counter-demonstration to be a
SUl"R'SS"
Swindell recently received
national attention when she
protested tile availability of free
condoms to Olympic athletes in
Salt Llkl' City. She was qUOlLxIby
several newspapers as saying that
the Olympics should be about
"virtues, like tile spirit of unity
and sportsmanship, not recre-
ational sex - not even safe sex."
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Millionaires profit at expense ofworkers
Enron's collapse is emblematic of governmental influence, tenaciously
the devastating effects that neo-lib- lobbying Congress and State legisla-
eral, "free market" economic poli- tures to pass deregulation laws,
cies have on working families. As handpicking the regulatory advisors
working people watched their life who would oversee it, and securing
savings evaporate, the deference of Senators,
multi-millionaire direc- ...--0------. Governors, even Presidents.
tors, CEOs, and politi- The rot is systemic and
cians raked inmillions in ... deep. A sampling of the Bush
profits. ..,' Administration gives us a
This is not an aberra- ".:" :=- taste: Robert Zoellick and
tion; it's exactly what {;;.,:-. Lawrence Lindsey both
one would expect from a v ___. earned $50,000 a year on
system dedicated wholly Enron's advisory board prior
and solely to amassing to becoming Bush's trade rep-
higher profits regardless resentative and
of the human toll. Enron chief economic
personifies the devasta- advisor, respec-
tion wrought by corpo- tively. Karl Rove,
rate governance. When it Bush's top politi-
is no longer "we the peo. cal advisor, had to
pie," but rather, "we .tl., sell $101,001-
directors & CEOs of GM, GE, $250,000 in Enron stock upon
Citigroup, et al.", who rule, "we the assuming his post. Secretary of the
people" inevitably suffer. Army Thomas White served as vice-
Prior to its collapse, which was chairman of Enron Energy services
the largest bankruptcy in history.. and had to sell $25 million in Enron
Enron was the darling of the "free stock upon assuming office. Edward
market" capitalist system it eventu- Gillespie, Bush's top campaign
ally de-robed. Its mantra was advisor, got over half a million dol-
"deregulation," a gospel similarly lars lobbying for Enron in 2001. And
proclaimed by Bush's White House, fi!,ally, "Kenney Boy" Lay earned
the WTO, GATIS, NAFTA, the IMF, his nickname from' Bush thanks to
the World Bank, and the FTAA. their intimate acquaintanceship and
Throughout its life span it had his being Bush's all-time most gen-
used its millions of dollars to buy erous political contributor.
I·
I
i
I
I Enron also bought the Grammfamily of Texas. Senator Phil got$97,350 in campaign contributions,
and his wife Wendy received a
$300,000/ yr. Enron directorship
after she released the company from
Commodity Futures Trading
Commission oversight in her final
days as a CFTCmember. Enron also
got 6 private meetings with VP Dick
Cheney where they gained 17 very
beneficial special interest provisions
in the President's energy plan.
That is only a brief sketch, but it's
enough to taste the bile. Bush IS
Enron. So are most of our other
politicians. They work for the peo-
ple who paid their admission fee.
Herein lies the problem. The system
didn't fail-it worked perfectly. It's
designed to enrich those who
bought it, strip those who didn't,
and ensure that we don't deviate
. from our subservient roles in the
process.
It's been going on overseas for
years-in that context its called neo-
colonialism. Finally, Enron brought
it home. This is corporate "free mar-
ket" governance at its finest.
So what do we do? Here are
some suggestions:
We need serious campaign
finance reform. The bills being ban-
tered about in Congress aren't
enough. (Notice, however, how
much even those small measures are
being resisted by Congresspeople
who still remember who it was that
paid for their seat.) We need "clean"
public finance money for cam-
paigns. Our current system of buy-
ing favors and access doesn't work
for "the people." Clean election sys-
tems have already been tested in
Maine and Arizona. with positive
results-the competition was stiffer
and broader, with women and
minorities making an increased
appearance.
As William Greider suggests,
employees need "a voice and role in
supervising their own pension
funds as well as the growing 401 (k)
plans." He notes that currently the
majority of pension funds are corpo-
rate managed and manipulated "to
enhance the company's bottom
line". Conversely, "if pension
boards included people whose own
money is at stake, it could be a pow-
erful enforcer of responsible behav-
ior."
Greider also suggests, "the cre-
ation of public auditors, hired by
government, paid by insurance fees
levied on industry and completely
insulated from private interests or
politics." This would eliminate "the
corruption of customary auditing,"
another problem highlighted by the
Enron scandal.
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Finally, we need to get rid of our
one-party two-branch electoral sys-
tem. It is largely this restrictive elec-
toral scheme that is responsible for -
preventing progressive, people-dri-
ven government from occurring-
primarily by stifling politician's
accountability. In a win-lose system
where both major parties march
lockstep on all the important eco-
nomic issues without ever having
engaged public discussion and/ or
debate, the people have little power
over the shape of their economic
lives.
Politicians from two supposedly
different perspectives, who support
equally the same destructive eco-
nomic policies (e.g. the WTO, IMF,
World Bank, Enron, FTAA, et al),·
dominate government. A vote for
president amounts to picking your
poison. Until this monopoly is bro-
ken, government will remain unre-
sponsive to voters and firmly in the
pockets of the corporations who've
bought it. At a minimum we need
instant run-off elections; a more
drastic step would be a Parliament-
style legislature.
Enron has revealed the lie of
American "democracy." It's up to us
to do something about it.
Rules of college dating ever-changing
Bv Nlrg Desai
Tile Diamondback (U. Maryland)
COLLEGE PARK, Md. - You
know when you're walking to class
and you see someone trip, and as
hard as you try to be polite and
understanding, you just have to
laugh? I had one of those moments
the other day.
As I got onto the elevator in my
building, a girl stepped in behind
me. I couldn't help but notice that
she was wearing red leather 3-
inch-heeled boots at 10:30 a.m, on a
Friday. She had those, "1just rolled
out of bed five minutes ago" lines
on her face, and she kept trying to
fix her hair, like she had misplaced
her. hairbrush and didn't bother to
look for it that morning. This girl
was clearly 110t going to class.
She, like so many other girls on
this campus, was doing the infa-
mous "walk of shame." I couldn't
stop a devious little smirk from
spreading across my face. But just
like when you see someone trip, I
felt a tiny pang of empathy shoot
out. I knew this girl was a victim of
college dating.
Dating. Relationships. Hooking
up. Sex. I couldn't really tell you
the difference between those words
anymore.
I had a vague idea of what they
meant before I came to college.
Then, I came to our beloved uni-
versity and I became utterly and
completely confused. Confused
beyond belief. I mean, our parents
think we're here to learn some-
thing, to find out about the world,
maybe even to become better peo-
ple. But the truth is,. I think I've
spent more time trying to figure
. out college dating than I have
studying or trying to grow as a
person (or playing Snood, for that
matter).
Dating in college is like trying to
find a genuine Prada bag on the
sidewalks of New York. It's just
not easy to do and you're most
likely going to get ripped off. The
rules alone could make a person
want to drop out of college and
never think about dating again.
The rules are constantly changing.
And of course, the day you
skipped your (fill in 500-person
class name here) lecture was the
day they handed out the memos.
So now, not only are you con-
fused, but you're lagging behind.
The rule-changing memos aren't
even the worst part. The worst
thing about the rules is this terrible
syndrome that overcomes college
students today: Someone decides
not to follow the rules.
For example, here's a scenario.
You're up <:11 night talking to this
new guy / girl you just met, and
you have the most amazing con-
versation of your young life. What
does this mean? A) The two of you
are emotionally bonded for life and
will be an amazing couple; B) The
other person figured you were
more interesting than his or her
biology reading and gave you the
benefit of the doubt; C) He or she is
simply humoring you, so that the
next night, when the person calls
you at 3 a.m. to come over, it's per-
fectly acceptable because you got
all of that silly small talk out of the
way the night before. No, I'm
sorry, the answer is not B. More
often than not, the answer is C.
Still following me, or are you lost
again?
Thank goodness the university
gives a free copy of Webster's
Guide to Love and Libido to every
freshman, along with those nifty
plastic cups with the sippy straws.
Can you imagine what you would
have done without it? I needed
help just to keep all of the different
types of telephone calls straight!
The dating world jargon is like a
cryptic code that the government
doesn't want you to know about,
Phrases like "booty call," "drunk
call" and the "three-day rule" - I
don't know what I would have
done without my handy-dandy ref-
erence guide to keep up.
The telephone lingo isn't where
the confusion stops. The telephone
is often a sore subject when talking
about college dating because of its
ability to further complicate an
already-perplexed institution. Why
did you think she said she would
call me back later? Why did he ask
for my number if he was never
~planning on calling? I can't call her
house because she has Caller ID,
and I already tried calling her three
times today. I don't want her to
think -I'm a stalker or something.
We've been reduced to a bunch of
young adults walking around try-
ing to figure out if we should call,
when we should call and why we
should call. By the time you figure
all that out, you've completely for-
gotten who you were supposed to
call (i.c., the real reason why they
don't call when they say they will).
I guess it would just be too simple
to call when you wanted to call and
not call when you didn't want to
call. Way too simple.
As if all the rules and terminolo-
gy weren't bad enough, everyone
has his or her own personal issues
that complicate the dating world
even more. You like me and you
think I'm cute and like spending
time with me, but you don't want a
relationship? Oh, why didn't you
say so? I get it, you have issues.
Common issues often include:
issues with your ex, issues with
dating right now because you
don't want to be committed to one
person, issues with titles, and so on
and so forth.
So you want to give this whole
dating thing a try anyway? I'm
warning you, you're asking' for
trouble. But if you really must,
remember these key pointers. Read
your Webster's cover to cover. Go
to class so you don't miss the
memos. Never call anyone when
you really want to. And last but
not least, don't forget to keep your
red leather boots in good condition
- just in case.
Europe: Don't defrock L. Ron Hubbard
By Tim Kearns
Iowa State Daily (Iowa State U,)
AMES, Iowa - I've got a critical-
thinking exercise for everyone this
week. You can be Tom Cruise.
Now create a comprehensive list of
things that would make you
divorce Nicole Kidman. If you, like
myself, came up with a list consist-
ing solely of the words "mind con-
trol" underlined, italicized and
bolded, you'll be pleased to know
that the French government has
taken the next step in shutting
down what it perceives to be the
source of that mind control - the
Church of Scientology. By the way,
if you put "Tom Cruise is gay,"
you lose, because he'll be suing
you soon.
I should mention something. I
am not 'a Scientologist. You may
have noticed that I'm not a celebri-
ty, I've not reached ~ny level of
clear, and I don't worship graven
images of L. Ron Hubbard. These
things are true, but I do own
"Dianetics," and I consider it one
of the funniest books ever written.
In fact, I'm even credited as
appearing in the animated series of
"Battlefield Earth" on the Internet
Movie Database. So maybe I'm
biased, based on the apparent reli-
gious fervor I was entirely
unaware of, but I have to give cred-
it where credit is due. Scientology
is a religion, as much as
Christianity, Judaism, Islam or any
of your popular religions.
The most hilarious thing is the
way France has phrased its accusa-
tions. It accused the Church of
Scientology of "mental manipula-
tion" and demanding large dona-
tions to the church in exchange for
results, They sound like great rea-
sons to shut it down, right?
It looks like France hit the nail
right on the head. But don't those
things practically ensure that it
SHOULD be considered a religion?
It's not like your standard textbook
religions are turning away dona-
tions at the door. There are still
religions in this country that insist
on tithing and active participation
within the church.
If you don't believe me, apply to
Brigham Young University. Unless
your family has been active or you
happen to be a tremendous offen-
sive lineman, you're going to be
waiting a long time for that accep-
tance letter.
That's the right of a religion. All
of the churches I've ever heard of
gather some sort of donations, and
even if they didn't pass the collec-
tion plate, they'd expect me to give
them my time. Every time I get the
collection plate passed to me, I'm
going to feel some obligation to
give, no matter what church I'm
attending.
Does this mean I'm being
manipulated? Sure does. But then
again, I'm "mentally manipulated
by every person I speak to and
every person on campus wearing
any sort of corporate clothing,
which basically means all of us.
Tomorrow, odds are, I'll have a
nice list of people writing in to
manipulate the minds of others
into thinking I should be fired -or
crucified, depending on your posi-
tion in the community.
Particularly in a legal sense, this
case is ludicrous. Black's Law
Dictionary defines a religion as "a
system of faith and worship usual-
ly involving belief in a supreme
being and usually containing a
moral or ethical code." So whether
or not you think there's any legiti-
macy to the Church of Scientology,
legally, it's as religious as you get.
So basically, we've got a group
of people who believe something
and a country that wants to stop
them. I think I've seen that before.
Except in this global village, the
ScientoIogists can't even find cata-
combs.
Say what you will about the
Church of Scientology engaging in
mental manipulation. I'll believe it
when I see it. Once they start
recruiting the sad, poor and lonely
on college campuses like every
other religious group in the world,
then we'll talk about it.
The fact that they convinced
John Travolta to be in a bad movie
doesn't demonstrate much of a
movement. He's been begging to
be manipulated all his life. Keep in
mind, he was in all three "Look
Who's Talking" movies. I have the
utmost respect for people who are
willing to take a stand on their reli-
gious views, even if I think their
religion is full of crackpots.
Scientologists are just like you
and I, except they seem to be a lot
wealthier. Looks like that Church
of Scientology isn't doing too well
with its mental manipulation after
all, because their donations are
pretty lousy. Tom Cruise is still
rich, and he's still not signed on for
"Battlefield Earth 2: A Saga of
Trying to Recoup Expenses."
This is a manipulative world.
Just because some church wants
me to join isn't a problem. Just
because someone somewhere is
wearing a Creed T-shirt, am I
going to be manipulated into hav-
ing bad taste?
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MissCleoa
frau(l,lTIon ~
By Tanya Barrientos
KlIight Ridder Newspapers
Back in August I tried to call
MissOeo.
I wanted to talk with her
about a bad moon rising.
Mysterious sources, channeled
through the Associated Press
had informed me that the televi-
sion-eommercial psychic with
!he Jamaican accent as strong as
ISland rumwas about to face seri-
ous legal problems. The State of
Missouri was sore about the way
she was peddling her sixth sense
to the public, and it filed a lawsuit
calling her a fraud.
Maybe she saw it coming, and
that's why she was out every
time I phoned. Maybe she could
feel the wicked mojo emanating
from the Show Me State; and
sensed there was bigger trouble
on the horizon.
If she did, she was right. Now
~e feds are after the two compa-
rues the allegedly clairvoyant
Miss C shills for. They say
Psychic Readers Network Inc.
and Access Resources Services
Inc. cheat people out of their
hard-eamed cash.
On Friday, a federal judge
ruled that investigators could not
only peer into the phone-in for-
tune-teller's crystal ball, but also
take a close look at the compa-
nies' business practices.
That ruling came after the
Federal Trade Commission filed
a lawsuit alleging that the firms
scam callers into paying for ser-
vices she advertises as being free,
harasses patrons by repeatedly
calling them at home, bills folks
for things they never bought, and
threatens to report them to collec-
tion goons when they argue.
Of course, the head of the
companies, Peter Stolz, says the
feds are wrong. 011, sure, some
callers have complained (the
commission puts the number at
2,000), but he says that's how it
goes in the realm of the
unknown.
"To say we are being decep-
tive is just plain wrong," Stolz
said, adding that "99~999percent
of customers are happy with the
service."
With Friday'S preliminary
injunction, the companies have
agreed to take the mystery out of
their pricing by telling callers up
front what a glimpse into the
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Faculty Senate Liaison
Academic Standards Committee
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': •...••..' • '.. to p~ all in thiulituation. '!hey proposal Dna! again. the (UJUllit- emerging ~ '. •• ....,
:·l~fte~.·~•.·.,·.........'''~.:~...•.•· ·•.~~·.•.''·.Wish.':'..~.···.~~~': ....'.t~~ .•~:. "...., .fD~~A-·-.·'~--~~~=diaIgei~~~~~:.CUu.or wifu.. ~the ~ and adopt the proposal Certainly the • .Faculty Senate. unforturiately
get:ting.their.mput This IS where student representatives on the for your readership, these very
Cooperation will get BSU we have failed, Students don't Academic Standards Committee important questionS remained
through budget aisis wldersland why we have student from ASBSU reported back to unaddressed in the article.
fee increaseS instead they are now ASBSU on the development and
an angry mob wanting a lyndling progress of sum a critical issue
with a leader that shows no mercy, over that 18month period,
I believe in Boise State In October' 2001,' when .the
University and the idea that we are motion came before the Fatuity
a democratic component of the Senate, itwas tabled at the request America is not equal opportunity
United States ofAmerica of Mr. Nate Chambers, ASBSU for all
lamforinformingthestudents Faculty Relations director, who
and letting them make dedsions.I asked for the opportunity to pre- Not everyone can make it in
am for working with administra- sent student input That request America ("Enron shows futility of
tors to make the best situation to was honored, with the motion campaign finance reform," byJerel
get us through this budget let tabled. Thomas), That is a fallacy. There
down. Ifinnly believe that if we Finally, four months later, the has to be equal opportunity in
remove the president that's all we student input was avai1able.This order for that to be true and there
do. . studentsurveyontheplus/minus isn't Often immigrants are better
We should be working togeth- proposal conducted by ASBSU educated than Americans in busi-
er not burning bridges that we included a total of 193 respon- ness and economics and also have
worked so hard to build. I chal- dents. Using the figure of a Boise a grasp on English. You'veprovid-
lenge ~"U and the rest of the Student University student popu- ed for yourself, like you said, and
student body with the courage, lation of 17,(0), this yields a survey you are paying your way through
decisiveness, dependability, response rate of approximately 1.1 school That's great, I've worked
endurance, enthusiasm, initiative, percent my way as well. Iwould hardly
in~~, sound judgment, sense A similar survey of faculty call that upward mobility, howev-
of justice, loyalty, and unselfish- members on this issue resulted in er, until you or I actually graduate
ness that I believewe have lost 321 respondents out of approxi- and enjoy a successfulcareer. As of
Therefore, Istand against any- mately 515 faculty members, a now were are still in the lower-
one that stands to remove some- response rate of approximately 62 middle class. A lot of people don't
one and leave the problem with- percent. (Of these faculty respon- even have that option due to O\Jvi-
out solution. lf a leader is unwill- dents, 69 percent supported ous constraints ~ poor (public)
ing to work with administrators plus Iminus grading.) education, suppressive welfare
and compromise then what does As can be found on the Faculty programs, children and single-
that say about the leader. It says Senate web site parent burden, indigence, etc.
that they aren't leaders. (http://www2boisestate.edu/facPeople have to have m&1IlSfor
ultysenate / Agendas/ Agenda-2- subsistence before they can experi-
13-02.html), the plus/minus ence prosperity and when they are
motion was clearly identified as struggling to attain those basic
being on the agenda for the means there is no room for mobil-
Plus/Minus grading is a fair sys- 2/12/fJl. Faculty Senate meeting. ity. Boise is not reflectiveof every-
tem That agenda accessible to all via where in the country.
the web site. In addition, before Employment opportunity sim-
that 2/12/fJl. meeting, Mr. Nate ply does not exist or is scarce and
Chambers submitted to Faculty highly competitive in many
Senate President Feldman a writ- . places. You are fortunate to have
ten report outlining the results of the advantageous position of
the student survey. being a white male in suburban
That written report from Mr. America. Tty living as a single
Chambers was copied and distrib- mother in an inner-cityghetto with
uted to all Faculty Senators at the five children. You cannot just start
meeting. That information was a business from nothing. Either
then thoroughly discussed prior to you have sufficient money to
the decision. So the student input invest or you apply for a loan, for
collected by Mr. Chambers was which you'd need decent credit to
indeed substantially incorporated be approved.
into the Faculty Senate's delibera- You say anyone has the power
tions. to influence politics, even with 'as
lf the issue is as critical to stu- little as $10.
dents asMr. O1ambers suggested You assume this basL'lionly on
in your article and as the Miter your personal status. Do you hon-
suggested in the associated editor- eslly believe special interest conlri-
ial, one might wonder why Mr. butions are a poor family's top pri-
dlambers or ASBSU President ority when that $10 can be spent
. Peterson did not respond earlier as on necessary food and clothing?
the student representatives from
the 2000-2001 ilnd 2001-2002
Academic Standards Committees
reported back to ASBSU on the
future will cost them. The injunc-
tion will be in place until the
court rules on tile suit's allega-
tions.
So, you think it's curtains for
Oeo? .
Open your mind. She already
has a slick lawyer. Ipredict tha'
she'll get an even slicker
Hollywood agent, and that her
planets will realign. She couldn't
have asked for better publicity.
After a few pesky court
appearances and tile negotiation
of a hefty fine or two, She'll be
free to pursue her true calling:
mega-stardom.
My Magic 8 Ball says her
chances are good.
She'll read Letterman's palm,
then do Leno's chart. She'll trade
in her turban for silky designer
robes, and before we know it
she'll be starring in her own 'IV
show.
Think I'm crazy?
Look at John Edward. On his
syndicated show, "Crossing
Over," he supposedly speaks
with the dead.
For an hour every morning,
he stands in the center of a softly
lit studio and makes people in his
audience weep as he tells them
that dearly departed Grandma,
or Uncle Ted, or little sister Tess
still remembers how much they
love chocolate cake, and by the
way, isn't it time to buy a new
car? . .
All I'm saying is there's a mar-
ket.
Miss C should use her down
time to study Edward carefully.
He's a master of making skepti-
cism work for him. He has invit-
ed journalists to watch him chan-
nel, and according to their
reports his readings miss as often
as they hit. Still, through the
magic of editing he has become a
daytime 'IV star.
Florida authorities want Miss
Cleo to prove she really is a
renowned seer from Ja;naica.
That's her cue: All she needs is a
sheepskin from the Shaman
Community College in Kingston
and it's goodbye, bad luck.
Want to know what Edward's
psychic credentials are? He was a
ballroom-dancing instructor.
Hey, Miss Oeo, give me a call
and I'll be happy to give you
more advice, for the low, low
price of $4.99 a minute.
Iwrite this letter as a ~
student and leader. Ithas rome to
my attention that ':ISwe engage in
this existence called life that we are
let down by many people and
sometimes ·lifted up by people.
There is always a tendency for
anyone tobelieve one of two ways.
One, that life is beautiful and no
matter what romes our way we
wilI get through it.Or two, that life
stinks and nothing can rome of it
Iam one of the former, Ibelieve
that life is beautiful and that we
can do anything we set our mind
too.
HoWever it seems that in the
last few months that the student
body is in the first example. life
stinks. The campus in the po'dtical
arena is muds1ingiI>gand throw-
ing accusations at eadl other left
and right A problem has occurred
not just in the student body but
also on the campus and in our
great State of Idaho. We are in a
recession, The people who have
the control have their hands tied.
Whi1e those affected are left point-
ing 6ngerssaying, '1t's your fault"
It would do us all a great ser-
vice ifwe step back and look at the
situation at hand. First, nobody is
perfect. We all make mistakes.
Anyone who says different is kid-
ding himself or herself. If we
blame one man for all the terrible
things of the world we are still left
with the problem and no solution.
I am tired of hearing about
how many mistakes one person
can make. Iam tired of hearing the
squawkers and the complainers.
that areunhappy about the situa-
tion. C.omplainingbegets nothing.
Therefore, I offer a solution to the
students on campus. Ibelieve that
if the students want to be more
informed about the situation and
would like a quick and happy
compromise we must all work
together as students, as student
leaders, and administrators.
I have personally seen the
administrators with their willing-
ness to work with the students.
Announcements that there would
be a possible fee increasenext year
were announced in early
September and Octolx.'l'. Student
leaders where asked at President's
Roundtable to let students know
about the issue. nlose same
administrators such as Peg Blake
and Buster Nccl are working hard
'11~~IlI~il~t~~il~I~_'::';;<~4~Y~II~.:.
IHave your Pre-funk party with us!
Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9pm
Me!! you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder
beers from 9-10 pm
By one well drink qr draft beer and
your second one is free all night long
Alive after five might be over, but our
Wednesday night BFD parties are not
'.
1L-$_1_.0_0_d_o_ffi_e_s_ti....,..c_l_6_0_Z_.d ra_ft_s..,.......-..,.......-__ I
$2.00 16 oz. Micros
(yep that includes Fat Tire)
Ladies all your drinks are
only $1.00 all night long.
Guys you will have to accept the fact >
that you will pay full price on.that night!!
-
/
,
Erin Lowe
Your article in your 2/'l5/fJl.
issue entitled, "Faulty Senate
approves plus/minus grading"
suggested that the Faculty Senate
did not incorporate student input
as it considered that issue.
However, the potential for student
input on, and student review, of
this proposal has been significant
throughout its 18 month develop-
ment
During the 2(XX)-2001academic
year, when the Academic
Standards Committee first began
work on this issue, a student rep-
resentative from ASBSUwas on
the committee. In April 2001 the
committee unofficially and unani-
mously concluded that the
plus/minus proposal should be
presented to and adopted by the
Faculty Senate.
During the beginning of the
2001.2002 ac.1demic year, the
Academic Standards CommiltL'e
again reviewed the plus/minus
Justin Hurst
MAIN (~TQEET
Old Boise
P~wtk~~>!~" ~ :;
~~t~:;~:~,'~~.:\>c~ ;':' :Upcoming
Free Beer! With $10.00 Cover
LACROSSE SHINDIG
Thursday, March 14th
7pm - 2am j..--- ......... " ....
~~
Live Band "Relapse" at 9:30
Benefiting Men's Lacrosse Club
Do you have a private party to plan? The
Bistro has up to four different rooms to
rent and will help you make your party a
great success. We can handle anything/
from 5 p~ople to 500. For more
information ca1l345-9515 ask for Ted.
345-9515
609W.Main
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Boise State professor fulfills dream at Olympics
Hoeger took a six-week leave of
absence, traveling to Canada and
, Europe to go through the qualify-
ing standards for the Olympics.
Hoeger ranked 50th in the 2001
World Championships held in
Calgary and 72nd in the 200}{)1
World Cup.
''I actually ended up racing in
sixWorld Cups," Hoeger said.
Once he qualified for the
Olym}Jia;, Hoeger trained with
the Solidarity Group, aFll.. pro-
graIl\ for aihlelEs, mostly from
Smaller nations, who are without
roaches.
"They provide the roach and
they mike all the arrangements
with the various tracks where you
go train because it's very difficult
to get track time," Hoeger said.
"There's only 14 tracks in the
world."
Because there are so few tracks,
Hoeger said travel time is
extremely demanding.
"We have to travel great dis-
tanoes to be able to train. Between
Oct. 1 and Dec. 17, a span of 79
days, we were home 11 days,"
H<:>e&Crsaid a typical day in
training began with early morning
ronditioning followed by a three-
hour session on the ire. After
lunch, he would train for another
two or three hours before an
evening strength training session.
Then Hoeger would watch videos
of his performances before bed-
ding down around 10p.m
During his hectic schedule, he
stillmanaged to rontinue research
at the university. Hoeger, author
of 29 rollege textbooks, completed
research last fall on a weight loss
product for which he received a
$10,000 grant.
After all his preparations, the
moment Hoeger had envisioned
for years finally arrived. He vivid-
ly recalls driving into Salt Lake
Gty on Tuesday, Feb. 5, in a rent-
ed Suzuki packed with his wife
Sharon, four children and two
sleds-his and Christofher's.
"For some reason was very
calm and it really did not seem like
the Olympics, I knew it was the
Olympia; and Ilooked forward to
this moment for 34 years ...but
when I first got there it just didn't
seem like this really was the
Olympics," Hoeger said. ''It was
like a dream and .. .it didn't quite
seem to be that the moment had
£inall arrived."
BYoeger and Christopher
roomed in the Olympic Village
during their almost three-week
stay. Only athletes were permitted
to stay in the Village, and Hoeger
said he found it difficult to sleep
away from his wife each night. He
said that after almost 25 years of
marriage, he felt like he was single
All WAC-Post Season avvards
By Phil Dglley
Tlte Arbiter
Boise State's Abe Jackson
was rewarded for one of the
most prolific seasons in
school history. The Western
Athletic Conference men's
basketball postseason awards
winners were handed out
and Jackson was one of those
honored. While there could
be an argument for a first
team selection, Jackson was
sixth in the votes earning a
spot on the WAC's All-
Conference second team.
Jackson averaged over 19
points a game and hit 90
shots from long range.
Jackson is no stranger to post
season awards; he was
named All-Big West first
team in 2001 and second team
in 2000.
First team selections
included two-time All-
Conference and WAC Player
of the Year Melvin Ely from
Fresno State. In conference
games Ely averaged 25.6
points, 9.2 rebounds and 3.1
blocks per game. Ely is the
fourth two-time WAC Player
of the Year and the first since
Utah's Keith Van Horn back
in1994 and1995. Ely is expect-
ed to be a candidate for the
Wooden Award as well as
All-America honors. Ely will
leave Fresno State as the .111-
time le'ader in points, field
$oals and blocks.
While not starting the final
game of the season against
Fresno State due to a bad
back, Hawaii's Predrag
Savovic earned his second
consecutive All-WAC first
team honor. Savovic aver-
aged 20.1 points a game and
was the second best free
throw shooter in the confer-
ence. Savovic came to the
University of Hawaii from
Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia and
is fourth all-time in scoring
there.
Louisiana Tech's Gerrod
Henderson made a big
impression on his first year in
the WAC earning a spot on
the All-WAC first team.
Henderson not only led the
Bulldogs to a 20 win season
but last week passed Karl
Malone for fifth place on La
Tech's all-time scoring list.
Along with his 1,745 career
points, Henderson also set
the La Tech record for career
seeWAC page 7
Practice :' "
Made PerUect
Bastyr Is known worldwide for our Innovative graduate
programs In the natural health sciences. We prepare you
for rewarding careers In complementary and alternative
medicine. learn to make a difference.
Learn more about our graduate programs:
Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine
Naturopathic Medicine
Nutrition
'f
again. The couple would spend
their days togeilier, he said, but by
9 p.m his Wife had to leave and
stay with friends.
Hoeger, soft-spoken and
reserved, said, "Itwas hard to say
goodbye every night."
Hoeger said many family
members and friends trekked to
Utah to witness his Olympic
,moment including his grandpar-
ents from San Jose, CA, lUs sister-
in-law, her husband and family,
and close friends from Boise. Even
a ,fonner high school classmate
traveled from Venezuela for the
event. In addition, Hoeger said
numerous Venezuelan people
who lived in the Salt Lake area
became part of his cheering sec-
tion.
'We probably had about a
hundred people up there," he
said. ''When we crossed the finish
line, they were all there. Itwas just
so neat to look up there and see the
friendly faces."
Hoeger also said watching his
son rare was an overwhelming
experience. After Christopher fin-
ished his fourth run, placing him
at 31st overall, and began walking
toward his father, Hoeger said he
suddenly realized they had both '
accomplished exactly what they
had set out to do. He said he had
tears in his eyes when he hUggLU
his son.
"I hugged him so hard, I
thou~t I was going to break his
ribs,' he said.
After so many years, Hoeger
finally realized hiS dream.
Hoeger, who is currently on
sabbatical, will return to full-time
teaching in the fall. Although he
has no plans for future Olympic
competitions, he does not rule out
the possibility of participating in
other events.
"I would like to rare in a World
Cup at age SO," he said.
Hoeger said his entire Olympic
~ence was exceptional, but he
said there was one moment that
was particularly magical.
Hoeger was quietly waiting in
the starting house at the top of the
track for the beginning of his
fourth and final run. His son
Christopher, who had seen him
struggle for years to get to the
Olympics, looked at' him and
asked, ''Dad, you're happy aren't
you?" ,
all, yes, so happy.
BSUvvrestlers capture
Pac-tO chatnpionship
Want to win
free tickets?
Mahalia
Bronco Sports Informgtlon "A key to ?ur first dliUllrionship
was wrestling an aggresstve style
throughout the tournament. I felt
we did that again this year."
Aggressiveness was right
again- this year and it showed in
tfie amount of victories the team
had by pin with eight. Each pin is
worili two bonus team points,
which proved to be the differenre
in the final team standings.
"Most of the credit for this
championship has to g() to my two
assistants, Greg Randall and Ollis
Owens," Young said. ''I think we
have two of the finest young assis-
tant roaches in the rountry. We
work well together and they did a
great iob in getting this team
ready.1I
Robertson captured his first
league crown when he pinned
Matt Gentry of Stimford
University at the 4:53 mark of the
149-pound championship final.
Robertson opened this year's tour-
nament alsO with a pin when he
stopped Cooper Fouch of UC
DaVISat the 5:27mark He defeat-
ed Case): Hunt of Oregon, 5-1 in
the semifinals. It was lli>bertson's
pin of Gentry, which secured the
team title for the Bronros.
Brockwas the surprise wrestler
at this years league tournament
roming from an unseeded posi-
tion in the 133-pound weight ilivi-
sion, to Pae-l0 Coriference
Otampion. Brock opened the
two-event with a preliminary
By Erin Willis one," he said '1t was exhausting."
The Arbiter The . gave television inter-
views k stations in France,
In the quiet, early morning Mexiro, Argentina and ~
hoursofMoilday,Feb.25,48-~ out E~. They were also
oldWemerH~retumedtohis tured in the German magazine
sti11-slumbering Boise neighbor- Stern, Sports illustrated. ana they
hood at the end of a 5-hour road are the subjects of two Japanese
trip and a lifelong journey. documentaries currently in pro-
Just 12 hours earlier, Hoeger duction.
stood among thousands of alb- Hoeger's journey to the
letes, spectators and perfonners all Olympics. began in Merida,
gathered at the Rice-Eccles Venezuela; a mid-sized locale nes-
Olympic Stadium in, Salt Lake tled within the Andes Mountains
Gty fur the closing ceremony of that boasts a semitropical land-
the 2002Olympic Wmter Games. scape dotted with colonial build-
He would nave been a little ings about an hour flight south-
easier to spot than most others in west from the capital city of
the crowd. Hoeger, one of only Caracas.
four athletes representing Growing up, Hoeger dreamed
Venezuela, was proudly carrying of competing in theOlympia; after
the yellow, blue and red national seeing the 1968 Mexiro City
flag of his native country in the games. He trained as a gymnast,
crowning moment of his 34-year- romJ?Cting in regional Champi-
longOlymric dream. onships, the 1974 American Cup
The BoISe State kinesiology and the 1975 Pan American
professor, the oldest athlete in the Games.
Winter Games, competed against "My goal as a gymnast back in
his 17-y~ld son m the men's those days was to make it to the
singles luge. Olympic games," Hoeger said.
The luge rompetition held at He never would make it as a
the Utah Olympic Park brought SO gymnast.
international rontenders to the In 1970,Hoeger left Venezuela
4,318-£oot artificial track. The for the United States after reoeiv-
refrigerated track combined 17 inl,; a scholarship to attend
curves that could exert up to 5 Gs Bngham Young University in
of force on the athlete, or slider, in Provo, UT. He remained at "BYU
its 348-£ootdescent for eight years, eventually earning
On the evening of Feb. 10 and his doctorate.
the morning of the 11, Hoeger Hoeger came to Idaho 16years
rompleted his four runs with a ago when he accepted a position
combined time of 3:08278 and in BSU's kinesiology department
clocked speeds up to 826 miles where he is now the director of the
per hour. Human Performance Laboratory.
"Those were the best runs of Still, he never let go of his
my life," he said. "When I knew I Olympic dream.
had finished and that it had gone One evening in 1998, Hoeger
above and beyond my expecta- and his family were watching on
tions, the joy that Ifelt, I just can't television the closing ceremony of
express in words." the XVlII Olympic Winter Games
Hoe~er ranked 40th in the from Nagano, Japan, when they
competition, 11 seconds behind spotted a Venezuelan flag on the
the Italian gold medallist. field.
Hoegersaidhisagewasabitof 'We got on the Internet and
a hindrance; the next oldest slider found out there was a Venezuelan
was . a 39-year-old six-time luger there, and she lived in Salt
Olympian. Despite the age gap, Lake City," H said.
however, he could not be happier He conta~e Venezuelan
with his performance, sports administration, and he and
"I'm extremely thrilled with his family were subsequently
my results," he said. "To finish invited to begin luge trairung for
where I did, I was extremely the country.
pleased." ' After making the Venezuelan
Hoeger and his son, Centennial team, Hoeger needed to ~
High School student Christopher, . for the Olympia;. According to
caused a media sensation as the official OlympiC rules, sliders had
first father and son to rompcte in to compete in a minimum of three
the same event inWinter Cames rompetitions sanctioned by the
history. International Luge, Federation
Hoeger said the media atten- (FlL), the governinl,; body of luge.
tion was far and beyond anything Sanctioned events mclude World
they expected. Championships, Euro~an
"Our first week after we raced, Championships and World Cup
we did not have a spare moment. rares.
Itwas one interview after the other During last year's fall semester,
CORVALllS, Oregon - Led
by the individual Champions
Collin Robertson and Jesse Brock,
Boise State captured the 2002 Pae-
10 Conferenre O1ampionship on
Sunday (March 3) night with 123.0
points.
. Trailing the University of
Oregon after Saturday's (Mai'ch 2)
matChes, the Bronros came back
strong on Sunday finishing the
two-day tournament with two
champIOns, one runner-up -perfor-
manre, two third J?lacewmners,
two fourth place firiishers and two
fifth plare winners.
BOise State, which won its sec-
ond Pae-10 Conferenre title in
three years, finished 75 points
ahead of the second place Ducks.
Ariwna State University, the 2001
team champion was ihird with
1035 and host Oregon State fin-
ished fourth with 835 p<Jints.
'1 would not say this year's
championship is sweeter than the
first one (Boise State won its first
Pae-10 Championship in 200J.),
but this one was extremely grati-
fYir!g because most of the roaches
in tfie lea~e did not ~ us to
finish in the top three;' Bronro
head roach Mike Young stated.
Golden Key Honor Society
Application deadline
for new inductees
'March 8th
2002
round win before upsetting num-
ber one seed David Douglas of
Arizona State, 54, on Safurday.
He rontinued his improbable run
on Sunday with a 3-2 win over
Urijah Faber of UC Davis, and an
8-2decision over Efren Ceballos of
Cal State Bakersfield in the cham-
pionship match.
Boise State came up short in
capturing its third individual title
Sunday night when number one
seed, ana third ranked Ben
VomBaur was upset in the finals
by Shaun WilliarIIsof Oregon, 8-4.
Williams rerorded three take-
downs in the match to win the
125-pound title.
In the consolation finals
Sunday afternoon, Mitch Morgan
and Tony D'Amiro finishing tfiird
at 157and 184pounds, respective-
ly. Boise State's two fourih place
finishers were Pat Owens at 174
pounds and Hoe Rushton in the
heavyw.eight division. Gabe Vigil
was fifth at I'll pounds, as was
Jaoob MtGinnis at 197pounds.
Seven Broncos, VomBaur,
Brock, Robertson, Morgan,
Owens, D'Amico and Rusfiton·
have automatically qualified for
this year's NCAA National
ChamIJionships in Albany, New
York, March 21-23 (ThUrsday-
Saturda ) by finishing in the Ix?P
four o( their respective weicllt
classes. The amference will also
pick three wildcards toadvance to
the national championships.
For more information:
Contact Brian at gornaJll)@yahoo.com
oppOrtunlties/ scholarships / activities
,Visit the Arbiter online at:
www.Qrbiteronline.comBASTYR·
UNIVERSITY
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Bronco wornen dig deep
-,;vithgut,sy66-54 vvin
By Pgrrln Shindle
The Arbiter
In a game that saw two completely different
halves and an overtime period, the Boise State
women's basketball team pulled out its first WAC
tournament win against Fresno State.
~e Broncos overcame giving away a IS-point
halftime lead to send the game into overtime
where they dominated the Bulldogs outscoring
them 13-1 in the extra period en route to a 66-54
first round tournament win Tuesday afternoon in
Tulsa.
"1 liked the way we started the game and the
way we finished the game," head coach Trish
Stevens said.
The way the Broncos started the game was
nothing short of amazing holding Fresno State
scoreless for the first 10 minutes of the game. By
the time the Bulldogs got on the scoreboard they
were an anemic 0-15 from the field with 10
turnovers.
The only problem for the Broncos was the fact
that they could only manage to put up 10 points
of their own during the Fresno drought, leaving
the window open just enough for the Bulldogs to
get back into the game.
"1 was always a little worried, even when we
got out to our lead," Stevens said. "Fresno is such
a talented team and they are very athletic."
By the time the half rolled around the Broncos
were enjoying a IS-point lead 27-12, holding
Fresno to just 19 percent shooting in that half. The
second half would prove to be the opposite for the
Broncos.
Fresno came out in the second half with a new
energy and went on a 17-5 run to cut the lead to
three in the first seven minutes of the half at 32-29.
The Bulldogs scored 11 points in the first five min-
utes of the second half, compared to only 12
A booth ",orthy of a
Monday Night perch
verung ews wo Just as
high if Dan Rather were replaced
by Carrot Top, since people tune -
in for the news, not who's reading
it, right?
Madden is a star in his own
right. He has a wildly popular
video game named after him,
guaranteeing that a young demo-
graphic surely knows his name.
His annual All-Madden team is
considered by players as an honor
second only to the Pro Bowl,
spawning several imitators.
Pairing Madden in a two-man
booth with state-of-the-art play-
by-play guy Al Michaels gives
MNF, quite simply, the best duo it
could possibly have. "Dream
team" is the designation being
applied.
Gone from the booth is contro-
versial comedian Dennis Miller.
Gone from the booth is dullard
Dan Fouts.
Gone from the sideline is spec-
tacularly incompetent Eric
Dickerson.
This is a dear net gain for ABC.
Losing Fouts and Dickerson
made sense in every way.
Dropping Miller - unfortu-
nately - was smart, too.
I enjoyed Miller, personally. I
thought he added a tasty slice of
wry to the show. I wish they'd
MIAMI - ABCs saggy, stag-
ant Monday Night Pootball
package got impressively stream-
lined last week got better fast, in
ne thorough sweep.
Hiring John Madden will
lake a difference. How could it
ot? He is the biggest-name foot-
all announcer out there. People
lovehim. He has the credibility, as
former ultra-successful NFL
ch, to draw serious fans. And
e has the personality to attract
the casual fans needed to improve
ratings. .'
Le Batard states the obvious in
ggesting fans seldom tune in
(or turn off) a game primarily
ause of who is or isn't
ouncing it. Certainly a great
tchup with poor announcers .
ways will get a higher rating
than a lousy matchup with scintil-
lating commentary.
The Super Bowl would draw a
huge number if the announcers
ere Charlton Heston and Cher.
It is the game, first, sure. But
Y 1V executive or survey of
fans will tell you that who the
ouncers are does matter.
- To suggest otherwise is to sug-
est the ratings for' the CBS
CAN'T fiND A JOB THAT fITS?
Why not consider joining a Red Bull Mobile Energy Team?
It's a chance to meet interesting people and introduce them to the
benefits of Red Bull Energy Drink. Looking for outgoing, ener-
getic college students able to work flexible and part-time hours.
As part of the team, you'll be behind the wheel of the Red
Bull Refrigeracer, seeking out people in need of energy. Passion
for life and a clean driving record a must.
Apply at www.recruit.redbullmet.com
RedBulr
~
ENERGY DRINK
, /.,
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ept m. ut recogruze
the two-year Miller experimen
generated more critics Uk1l1fans.
-Replacing the sardonic comi
with Madden absolutely will wi
back some of those fans.
Everything has changed sin
Monday games were events i
the 70s. Sports ratings are dowt
across the board. MNF rem .
the undisputed king of sports rat
ings, though, and this week'
changes solidify that perch,
Miller was the antithesis 0
what fans expected or, apparent
Iy,wanted.
Madden is precisely what they
expect and want: An announce
whose stature is every bit as big
the Monday stage.
'-
The Broncos' Abe Jackson sinks two points during the first half of Saturday's game
against SMU.Jackson finished his last home game with 27 points and seven rebounds.
WAC
frompage6
steals with 198.
Tulsa's Greg Harrington
led the WAC in assist with
5.4 per game and free throw
accuracy at over 86 percent.
Harrington scored a season
high 25 points in a loss
against Fresno State and had
season high 12 assist twice in
wins against Buffalo and
Fresno State. Harrington
helped lead the Golden
Hurricane to its fourth
straight 20-win season.
Southern Methodist's
· Free ·
Ping Pong All Day*
Come in and work off your winter blues.
Must be 21
Open ~6S days a year
Ioam·Zam
.uS s,9th st.
342-5446
*PingPong lOam - 9 pm. Dancing starts at 10 pm.
Fitness
Program
FREE FITNESS
WALKING CLINIC
Learn the basics of Fitness Walking
in an Introductory session on
March 13. Bring your sneakers and
leave with a new walking buddy.
Please wear comfortable clothing and
bring water.
You will learn:
• Proper body positioning
• Appropriate speed and
intensity levels
• Tips on Footwear
• How to get more out of
your current walking pace
Wednesday, March ,13 "
12:0~ -1.2:45,. ,..... .,'i
M,eet~at.the Pavlll()n.·. Entral'lc ••1J2
fREEr"·'·"
"', ,. - ~.. rO,: • '-.""
~~onl~r'db'CIIJ11P~.J\e5r~~tloll,.,{,i.
FQrrnore:lnfor"'.t)on,e ... l~tl,t·1.".. t,t 41.,".,\. ,'.. . "". i'·:.-:,'~·;ii<';jk::~;Li;~~<~:~:{>:t~i~l··
Damon Hancock was second
in the WAC averaging 21.8
points a game. He was the
first Mustang to average over
20 points a game in 24 years.
Hancock put up 30 points in
two games this season
against North Texas and
Nevada, Hancock led
Southern Methodist to a 10-8
record in conference play.
The rest of the All-WAC
second team included
Hawaii's Carl English,
Southern Methodist's
Quinton Ross and Tulsa's
Kevin Johnson and Dante'
Swanson.
Other awards handed out ,
went to Hawaii's Riley:
Wallace for Coach of the
Year. it was the third time:
Wallace has been honored
with the award, The.
Rainbow Warriors ended the'
regular season tied for first·
with a 15-3 record.
points in the whole first half.
But just when the Bulldogs would get dose
Abby Vaughan would hold them at bay hitting
big 3-pointer after big 3-pointer.
Vaughan broke out of her late season shooting
slump hitting four treys, three in the second half,
on her way to leading the Broncos in scoring with
19 points, 16 of which came in the second half and
overtime.
"Welcome back Abby Vaughan," Stevens said.
"She is so much the energy of this team."
Vaughan's energy was just enough for the
Broncos to push the game into overtime and
secure the win. Every time the Bulldogs got close
Vaughan would hit a trey or provide an assist to
Andrea Swindall.
"(Vaughan) was there for us as the emotional
leader," Stevens said. "1 want her in any time we
can at the end of the game."
Swindall provided the staple for the Broncos
putting up 18 points tearing up the Bulldogs on
the inside. With the Broncos trailing for the first
time 53-51 with 46 seconds left, Swindall hit a
jumper to tie the game and send it to overtime
where Boise State would dominate.
The Broncos held Fresno without a field goal in
overtime, while Swindall and Vaughan took over
the period. Swindall put Boise State up 57-54 with
back-to-bark baskets and Vaughan sealed the win
hitting 7-of-8 free throws.
The Broncos showed some affects of the long
road trip they had endured traveling to San Jose
State last Thursday, then Hawaii on Saturday and
finally Tulsa for the tournament.
"This was a brutal travel schedule," Stevens
said. "But the team never once complained,"
Camille Woodfield had another solid perfor-
mance scoring 10 points and dishing out seven
assists while only committing two turnovers.
--
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SPB brings big band to campus
tbe Arbiter staff Hollywood movies, whichsolidified their success in
the '40s.
In 1953, the two brothers
once again joined forces to
create the greatest big band
in American history.
After the premature
death of Tommy in 1956,
Jimmy was left to carry the
torch alone, and he did so
until his death in 1957.
Jimmy's swan song was a
hit cal1ed "So Rare," which
topped the national charts
for the better part of a year.
The Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestra, under the direc-
tion of Lee Castle and later
with Jim Miller, has for
decades pleased audiences
worldwide. The current
leader, Bill Tole, has helped
greatly by keeping Dorsey's
legacy alive in the new mil-
lennium.
. Tole and guest singer
Nancy Knorr, plus a full
orchestra are currently on
the road playing nostalgic
swing time music for the
masses.
..,
:: The legendary Jimmy
porsey Orchestra is bring-
ing their big band sound to
:rhe Morrison Center on
Sunday night.
~: Jimmy and Tommy
Dorsey were raised in a
musical family in
Pennsylvania. In the early
~Os, both brothers showed
their flair for musical talent
by joining the Paul
Whiteman Orchestra. Soon
j).fter, they formed their own
~and, The Dorsey Brothers
Orchestra. Their band
gained much popularity
through the mid '30s until
they reportedly had a dis-
agreement over the tempo
of a song, which led to a
two-decade spat between
the brothers.
Jimmy founded his own
band in the late '30s, appro-
priately named "The Jimmy
Dorsey Orchestra. Featuring
rising star Helen O'Connel1,
the orchestra hit the top of
the charts with such hits as
"Arnapola" and "Green
Eyes." They were also fea-
tured in several top
If you go ...
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra is coming to The Morrisoll
Ccnter SUllday at 7 p.m. for a lIigllt of big baml music. Tile event
is sponsored by the Student Programs Board and Fox- Channel
12. Tickets call be purchased at all Select-a-Scat locations. For
" more illformation call426-2162.
"
BillTole, conductor oftbe Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra.
Ani Difranco sells out Big Easy
I\IQhteous Babe Records owner and
Qlfranco.
vocals to one track and a sax
solo to another, adding to the
atmosphere. Overall, the
album is much more sublime
then previous Difranco works
and becomes quietly haunt-
ing after repeated listening.
The lyrics, however, are
prototypical Ani. She
explores the politics of rela-
tionships, the disparate
nature of our society, and the
subversion of democracy by
capitalism. She also address-
es her impending maturity
and the effect it has on her
art. The lyrics are tightly
written and striking in their
beauty - easily capable of
standing alone as poetry if,
for some unearthly reason,
stripped of musical accompa-
niment.
Difranco has been incredi-
bly prolific over the course of
her career: she released 18
albums and EPs in the last 12
years, counting a remix and
two collaborations with folk
legend Utah Phillips.
Difranco started her career on
the coffee house circuit, sell-
ing albums out of the trunk of
her car. She then created her
own label, Righteous Babe
Records, and become a com-
mercial success on her own
By Andy Benson
The Arbiter
When it comes to Ani
Difranco, people seem to fal1
into three categories. Either
one passionately loves her
music, despises her political
and feminist sensibilities, or
has no clue who she is.
1£ you fal1into that last cat-
egory, then you might want
to check her out because you
are missing one of the most
talented folk singers of our
generation. But don't expect
to get tickets to the show; the
concert has been sold out for
weeks.
Difranco and her band are
coming to The Big Easy this
Saturday in support of her
latest album, the double CD
"Reveling and Reckoning."
However, fans that remember
the lively and fierce songs of .
previous albums may be sur-
prised by the downbeat
sounds of her latest work.
Difranco explores quieter
musical themes on "Reveling
and Reckoning," and incor-
porates several jazz nuances
into her songs such as a
whammy trumpet, clarinet
and saxophone. Jazzman
Maceo Parker contributed
terms without the sponsor-
ship of a major record compa-
ny.
By founding her own
label, Difranco was able to
secure her music from the
corporate influence that,
while great for promoting
shallow mass consumption,
tends to be corrosive to artis-
tic value. As the owner of her
own means of production,
she has the freedom to pro-
duce her music as she sees fit
- music that never underesti-
mates her audience or dilutes
her voice.
She has also forced the
recording industry to pay
attention, by providing living
proof that if one is talented
enough, the music industry is
irrelevant. One rarely hears
her on the radio, never on
MTV, but she still manages to
succeed by her artistry alone.
Industry backed publicity
geared to appeal to the lowest
common denominator has
been eschewed for lower key
in-house efforts by her label.
And it works. Difranco may
never be mainstream, but she
is undoubtedly the queen of
punk-folk.
f40 Days and 40 Nights' pokes fun at celibacy
breasts than I have ever also think that he'll
seen outside of a porno never pul1 it off. After
flick, "American Pie" they start a Web site
lovers will feel right at where people can place
home with this film. bets on which day they
But this isn't your aver- think Matt will cave in,
age T&A obsessed he becomes something
movie; it's surprisingly of. a local celebrity.
romantic. Everything is going
Matt has spent the along swimmingly
past six months moping until he meets Erica
over the loss of his girl- (Shannyn Sossamon),
friend Nicole (Vinessa the girl of his dreams.
Shaw). He's a good It's all downhill from
looking guy and has no there.
problem getting girls Directed by Michael
into the sack once he's Lehmann (Heathers),
single. However, he's "40 Days and 40
developed a problem Nights" is a trippy film,
where he almost has a ,. and includes scenes
nervous breakdown where an increasingly
every time he does the twitchy Matt walks
deed, feeling like the down the street and
ceiling is about to cave thinks every girl he
in on him. Rather than sees is topless. Later,
going on Paxil like a just hours before the
normal person, he end of his self-imposed
decides that sex has sentence, he dreams
begun cluttering his life that he is flying over a
and that he needs to mountain range. But
take a break. Enter the wait! Look closer!
solution: no sex fot They're actually peaks
Lent. His friends think of breasts, stretChing as
he's gone crazy, but far as the eye can see!
moreiri1.portantly, they Putting little
"'.
,
~ The premise is sim-
ple: no sex for-40 days.
Most girls I know don't
lhink that this is a very
big deal. After all, who
among us hasn't gone
ihrough a dry spell that
long (or longer)?
: Even my tiuy friends
weren't that Impressed,
although they conceded
Utat it would be slightly
pifficv.lt. But there's
also a catch. It's no sex-
ual contact whatsoever
:ror forty days: no hand
1l0lding, no kissing, no
touchirig and definitely
no masturbating.
i;i1ddenly the challenge
:l>ecomes quite a bit
S;iarder.
• "40 Days and 40
2'.H~hts"is the latest in a
lenes of films that seem
Xailor-made .for guys,
~articularly rowdy,
horny frat-boy types.
~tarnng Josh Hartnett
)sthe sex-crazed Matt
~dc;o~starring more
,.~.~.:}~.:;'\'-'"--:"",
moments like this
aside, the film is actual-
ly better constructed
than it has any right to
be, and Hartnett and
Sossamon have excel-
lent chemistry together.
Particularly notewor-
thy is one scene in
which Matt and Erica
cavort half-naked in
bed, only touching each
other with flowers,
allowing the tension
and desire between
them to mount until
Matt is almost weeping
with frustration. This
leads to Erica's
"immaculate orgasm,"
which any guy can tell
you is a considerable
feat.
"40 Days and 40
Nights" also has some
'definite classic scenes,
including a priceless
one where Matt is hav-
ing sex with a girl but
can't take his mind off
of Nicole. As the girl on
top of him _writhes and
contorts, begging to
know who's her daddy,
Matt. can't stop looking
at the ceiling in horror.
When she asks him to
come in unison with
her, Matt, completely
unfocused on the
moment at hand, fakes
an unconvincing
orgasm that is at once
both grotesque and
hilarious.
A tiny step down
from his excellent work
in "Black Hawk
Down," Hartnett's per-
formance nonetheless
retains much of the
charisma that made
him such a sex symbol
following last sum-
mer's syrupy "Pearl
Harbor." A charming
and chiseled actor,
Hartnett is likely going
to be an even bigger
star in the future than
he is now, providing
that his famous reti-
cence and Minnesotan
reclusion don't stand in
the way. Sossamon's
star is also still rising,
although she has a long
way to go in terms of
fame and recognition.
Her performance as
Erica is quirky in an
offbeat way that vague-
ly reminds me of
Amanda Peet. If
Sossamon can find sim-
ilar roles to showcase
her unique allure, she'll
definitely be one to
watch in the years to
come.
So, does Matt make
it ail the way through
the forty days without
breaking his vow?
That's really beside the
point, since the movie
wants us to understand
that true attraction goes
beyond sex to include
personality and spirit.
It's a nice idea, but
we're not fooled.
Romance is wonderful,
but in movies like these
sex is always first and
foremost on every-
body's mind. After all,
sex sells - and it's not
called the "money
shot" for nothing.
The Clintons come' to
Bouquet ...
Montana-based The
Cllntons Band is bringing
their style of jam to the
Blues Bouquet on Friday
, night.
The Cllntons are cur-
rently touring the
Northwest, and th.ey
recently played WIth
Shawn Mullins and
Terrence Simien. The band
boasts . great diversity
when it comes to playing
varied musical styles. The
Clintons fuse hip-hop, reg-
gae, jazz, blues and coun-
try into a fuzzy ball and
roll it around on stage.
"The Clintons are part
rock band, part downed
electrical wire-these guys
are totally entertaining,"
said Mullins about the
band.
The band members said
some of their influences
are Dave." Mathews,
Barehaked .Ladies, Red
Hot Chili Peppers and
Sublime.
The Cllntons are cur-
rently working on a fol-
low-up album to their
debut release, "Kinky."
Friday's show starts at
9:30 p.m. and tickets can
be purchased at the door.
For more ,infonnation ,call,
the Bouquet at 345-6605.
Boise Art Museum ...
Boise Art Museum's
two latest installations cel-
ebrate women in art. "The
Jeri L. VVaxenberg
Collection: Women Artists
in the Modernist
Tradition" is currently
installed and running
through May, 19.
VVaxenberg,a Sun Valley
collector, shares her collec-
tion of artwork by mod-
ernist women painters of
the early 20th century.
"True Grit: Seven
Female Visionaries Before
Feminism" aIsoshowcases
some of the best female
artists from 1949-76. True
Grit is running through
May 19 as well. Boise State
students get into BAM for
$3, or can purchase an
annual pass for $15. For
more information call 345-
8330.
Women's History Month
The Women's History
Month [uried Art Show
Reception is Friday night
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the
Student Union Gallery,
and is being sponsored by
Boise State's ·VVomen's
Center. This event is free.
For more information call
426-4259.
Bluegrass on IPTV••.
Tune into Channel Four
on Friday night at 9:30
p.m. for an "All Star
Bluegrass Celebration."
This 90-minute show
chronicles the birth of
Bluegrass. music .. in
Appcilachia during 'the
'30sarid. followsitspopu-
laiity~e1L into~the,new
millennium; Host, Ri4Y
Skaggs .Woeloomesrothe
(C1if:~ir,l'irl~~W/~hit~_;
;··~:el~s;C111~~:5~~W:···' •.
r Nickel cieekiilid ~'Dei:
Mceour)'nand~t;.:,
:qhi2;zllngfid m~
:;;:;o\l5'~~ ..: •.
. ,
''-:<:.1
;.;.M;,;,.arc;.o' ~h,..;.7~~2;;;.;;o;.;:;o.=.2 -- __ ----_D.Lliy~el.Lr.¥.lsiUlQ'-Ln.l.llis~_--- ...:Th;.::.;...e ..;;.;Ar=.;b;.;;.it;;;;;;er;..;._P;;..;a;g,ge~cg.
Big Jud's burgers
are not witnpy
By J, Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter
~>i2B9PrOtest Road
(>343-4439
~:'gpen:every day except "
;. Sundays' ,
;.'.
Disclaimer. Hyou're interest-
ed in a light lunch, Big Jud's
might not be the place for you,
mostly because they weigh their
burgers in one and two pound
inaements.
I saw double the first time I
looked at Big Iud's menu- every
burger and sandwich on the menu
is oltered double upon request. Big
[ud's, which is a pickle's toss from
campus, makes a mean gourmet
burger. So much, they have a rep-
utation for kicking people's asses.
Let me explain: They have an
ongoing contest for those brave
enough to tackle their two-pound
Double Big [ud burger in the
shortest amount of time. The-
record was recently broken, and
stands at 13.1minutes. Many pe0-
ple have fallen in pursuit of this
record over the years.
BigJud's is your typical looking
burger joint with sticky vinyl
booths, brown Formica tabletops
and plenty of stainless steel in the
kitchen, Upon entry, you can't
help notice a ~y sheen linger-
ing in the air, and I'm not talking
about Charlie, But, the almighty
burger reigns supreme here,
Ambience is irrelevant
Big [ud's makes 17 different
burgers ranging from classic
preparations, Hawaiian and
Mexican-influenced creations and
the behemoth single and double
BigIud's Specials (respectively one
and two pounds of beef). They
also have an impressive array of
chicken sandwiches that are guar-
anteed to please the alternative
crowd.
like I mentioned before, all
sandwich and burger selections
can be made double by Big Iud's
accommodating kitchen crew.
Another redeeming quality
about Big [ud's is that they fresh-
cut their own french fries, instead
of serving a pre-packaged inferior
product. They also offer a giant
selection of hard, old-style ice
cream, which can be made into
creamy milkshakes with the turn
ofa blade.
All burgers and sandwiches
are produced to order, so they
require more time than a corporate
burger joint, but they are definitely
worth the wait.
t
/)
J
//1
Photo Editor Ted Harmon stuffs his face with a Bleu Cheese Bacon Burger from Big Jud's,
,..-
Film Festoffers free gear, sick flicks
By Aaron Beck
Special to The Arbiter
Over 400 climbers, paddlers
and outdoor enthusiasts packed
the Boise State's SpeeialEvents
Center Friday night for the third
annual Sawtooth Film Festival.
The Festival showcased some
of the year's top adventure-sports
films and was a fundraiser for the
Outdoor Center.
The Outdoor Oub also threw a
raffle with outdoor equipment
provided by local supporters.
Spectators who felt lucky and out-
door dirt-bags too cheap to spend
money on ~ear bought tickets in
small, medium and 1arge blocks.
Some people were seen walking
around With a handful of tickets
that hung to the ground.
Geoff Harrison of the Outdoor
Center said the evening was a suc-
cess.
"We raised about $1,000,
which will be used to train
Outdoor Center employees in
Wilderness First Aid."
IfAbecedarian Airwaves"
hosted by Dan Krejci
Wednesday @ 8 p.m.
Alphal1etical picks and funky
vibes
"
.·,-·-1
I "Too Much Distortion" host-ed by Levi Chick
Friday @ 9 p.m.
Anything and everything heavy
metal
"Like My Style" hosted by
Aaron Bell
Monday @ 8 p.m.
Funky fresh beats
''Where's My Boogie" hosted
by Jeremy Wren
Wednesday @ 9 p.m. (first and
third wed.)
Dance, tcdtno, indl/strialand beyond
"Jedi Art" hosted by Laura
Wylde
Thursday @ 8 p.m. (first and
third Thurs.)
Where art meets the microphone
"Ten-9/ hosted by Annie
Love
Tuesday @ 9 p.m.
Eclectic altemative
"Levels Up" hosted by Travis
Owens
Thursday @ 8 p.m. (second and
fourth Thurs.)
Underground sOlwds and more
"Havana, Cafe" hosted by
Walter Fojo
Saturday e 7 p.m.
A vibrant mix of Latin vibes
-------~-------+IA1fI~ .IiIT'II4~-Yiffi&.;,'z~~Y;;"';!b+,
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Fu//-TimeStudents I!!
.. Montgomery GI Bill .. Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
.. State Tuition Assistance .. Cash Bonuses
.. Student Loan Repayment Program
For More lnfonnation contact:
TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
~ _ =--::a
.,' ~/r Na/lonal Guard
Fuel YourFUlu~
" . Special issue "
,Coming soon ...
The raffle was worthwhile for
others as well.
[oni Howels leaped out of her
seat, '1won," she screamed, when
her number was called for a $200
Patagonia jacket
A woman in the front row
won a pair of the longest tele-
mark skis Ihave seen in four years
and others made off with
avalanche shovels and gift oertifi-
cates.
Pat Chetwood of the Outdoor
Center called out the winning
numbers for white-water dry
bags, a kayak paddle, helmets,
water bottles and ma~azine sub-
scriptions while Hamson tossed
T-shirts into a sea of free-stuff-
grappling hands.
When an REI coffeemug came
up for raffle, Chetwood drew
Iau~hter from the crowd.
, 'Does anyone not own one of
theser'
I had my eyes on the kayak
helmet, but settled for an evening
of great entertainment.
After a short promo-video for
the Outdoor Center, featuring
climbers on the Boise State climb-
ing wall, the feature began.
The tone for the evening was
set with the first segment Itwas a
well-done mini-document~
about a BASE jumper and Ius
worldwide exploits. The crowed
gasped and ciinged as this self-
proclaimed adrenaline junkie
hurled himself from the edge of
office buildings, radio towers and
teetering trees. The most enter-
taining jump involved a cheap
plastic sled that sent the BASE
JUIllper off the edge of a glacier
and into a series of flips.
Although the obligatory hard-
music driven segments of surfers
and kayakers in exotic locals were
present, it was the candid insights
mto the athletes and their respec-
tive moments that made the pro-
duction excellent.
Cameras mounted on the hel-
mets of extreme skiers Shane
McKonkey, Seth Morrison and
Dean Cummings revealed the
nervous anticipation as they
looked down the faces of some
extremely steep terrain and cau-
tiously compared it to Polaroid's
they shot from the helicopter min-
utes earlier. The audience heard
theproductioncoonfu~ror&vea
t:I1reC-two-onecount to the skier as
a helmet-mounted camera caught
his heavy, nervous breathing as
- he plunged down loose snow and
launched over towering cliffs.
Other segments featured Liz
Arlen, a professional boogie
boarder with only one leg, and
rock climbers such as Lynn Hill
and Peter Croft.
One of the most interesting
segments featured the
unicycling team of Kris Holm
and Nathan Hoover as they made
first descents on two of North
America's tallest volcanoes and
rode on rooftops in Mexico Gty.
So, how was the evening over-
all?-u was awesome," said
Howels.
Some of Student Radio's programming
available on AM730:
Do you have a friend or family member graduating?
How about sending your co~gratulations and best wishes,
through an ad in the Arbiters' Graduation issue?
Want to win
free tickets?
Mahalia
Friday/March 15
8pm .
Visit the Arbiter
online at:
www.arbiteronline.com
for more details
···,····.'··•···•·•··•
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Classified Ad Rates
-3 lines, run in twO
consecutive issues - $5.
-Each additional line - $2.
-Students/Faculty, 4 lines
free, additional lines $2.
Discounts
10 issues - 10"/.
20 issues - 20"/.
30 issues - 30%
All classified ads must be paid in
ad\1U1Ce. We reserve the right to
reclassify and ad.
DILBERT 1* .\~.ser I ~InOno.uncementsSa.1e P .., ,~__ ~ _an_ted..;...-• _
$250 a day
potential/bartending.
Training provided. 1-
800-293-3985 ext 223.
Get free help with
your writing at the
BSU Writing Center
LA-200,426-1298
Lawstudent looking to
care take, housesit, or
sublet in Boise area
this summer; good ref-
erences. 208-883-0626
or cbeebe@hotmail
Get into the Game!
ICFL Football League
Signing up players
now!
Call Evan 429-0072
Big $$, No Risk.
Pay it forward
= $$$ 24 hr message
888-4835
STUDENTS! Place
your ads for free with
the Arbiter!
STUDENTSI
REMINDER!
ASBSU (426-1440) provldua
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
with 8 local pnvate lawyer lor
mosl1ogal problems you may
have,
including:
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal Injury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
DUl/crlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGEI
c.~ AS[lSU h:lf "" Af'lX~11troonl
AItOlT'Mlyl:M.rgllHlll,uma
.ndJorm Sdlrooderol Sdlroodet
& luamlJ:L_DmcetllP,
Boiu,ID
MATTRESS-Queen
Orthopedic Set, Brand
new in pkg Value
$550, Sacrifice $133.
866-7476
50MEONE ACCUSED §
ME Of HAVING !
H05TILE BOD'Y ~
LANGUAGE. I
HAVE
A NICE
DA'Y.
I'M NOT ALLOWED
TO CROS5 M'Y ARMS
OR STARE OR MOVE
M'Y E'YEBROWS OR
FROWN.
TOO
LATE. Summer Work in
Alaska!
Send name, return
address and $15 to
KLD Marketing 117
Farrnview Drive, Saint
Helens, OR 97051 for a
directory to contact
Alaska seafood pro-
cessing facilities for
summer employment.
BED-Queen Pillow top
Mattress Set. New-still
in plastic, with warran-
ty. Value $699, Sell
$176. Can deliver
866-7476
Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
$15 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
STUDENTS:
Internet Users Wanted!
$20/hour possible
surfing the internet.
New! Easy, instant
online signup at
http:// dmx.giode-
signz.com! Start now!!
CAROL ,THIS
IS URGENT. Norton AntivirusVersion 5.0 for Macs
$5 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 Call The Arbiter
@345-8204
[fIouSing I IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT~~
!..·~··...E ~
8 g
~ ~51tLQ;lI71i~ffli'i :
L-~_"';;;'_'--:::t0\2~;.s~i L.lo_~.b;:;:J.-....L~_..u.: ..'C.J_u:;..... ';;":~'lt,-..I.li:~;;.L,l__~I,i;,I,;;~""--""
THAT WA5 EVER'Y-
THING '(OU NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT
LIfE IN ONE
PACKAGE.
Free Tanning! 2
Roomies wanted, lease
up on Apr 30 .
$197.50/mo + 1/4 uti!.
Call 344-8558 .
~~ted
Health Conscious
Marketing / Sales:
health/ wellness cornp.
expanding. Need moti-
vated individuals to
train, recruit, and mar-
ket.Call 877-341-7568
EVER'( EMPLO'YEE
WILL WEAR A
BUTTON THAT 5A'YS
"I'M EMPOWERED ...
I DON'T
WANT TO.
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...\ 'YOU HAVETO.
IMAGINE THIS:
. ~Yenin~&Wee~endS~mS~ ~MIk
·lo~Dolw·our~av~U~1I1lour
• Paid Training
~~ ~TURNER& KLtm .CAPTAIN RIBMAN In Syntax Evasion
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-1884
ext 435
CfW>!
THEN I'LL JUST
HAVE TO LOOK
THE OTHER WA'f.
...BUT IN
THE FUTURE,
DON'T TAKE M'f
THREATS AS
DECLARATIVE
SENTENCES!
EvERYONE I<.NOWS TilE f3EST WAY
TO AVOID BAD DREAM~ IS TO
SOA\( YOUR fEET IN PI(\(LE JUICE
f3EfO YOU GO TO 13ED . Crossword
ACROSS
1 Domesticated
guanaco
6 Fetch
9 Stallone
character
14 Paddled
15 Gardner of film
16 Sigourney
Weaver film
17 Sorenstam or
Edberg
18 Lineage
20 1996 Olympics
host
22 Entrance guard
23 Little snakes
26 Rescuer
29 Melon coat
30 Movie mouse
33 Chasing game
34 One of HOMES
35 Pester
39 Dander
40 Little tyke
41 Seixas or
Damone
42 Inventor Whitney
43 Come back
45 Baseball team
46 Make free (of)
47 Dawdled
50 Togo's capital
53 Gets stuck in
mud
54 Woodwind piece
55 Into pieces
57 Fat farm
59 Casual
onlookers
62 Woodworking
tools
66 Quantity of yarn
67 Entrance line
68 Pee Wee of
baseball
69 Ahead of time
70 u Pinafore"
71 MediGate
1feekryHoroscope
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (March 7). You'll learn quickly this year, with the help of good friends.
You'll save time and effort by following their advice instead of learning everything the hard way.
Trust your own judgment in romance, however. Your intuition will be right most of the time.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challeng-
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ing.
Aries (March 21.April 19) - Today is a 6 - The good news is that Venus is moving into
your sign. That should make you luckier in love through the end of the month. The bad news is that
today, you'll be held accountable for all your actions.
Taurus (April 20.May 20) - Today is an 8 - Why not try something different? Take anoth-
er route to work, and take the long way home. Sign up for a class. Stop by the library and find out
about something new. You'll feel refreshed.
Gemini (May 21..June 21) - Today is a 6 - You like raking in the dough, but you're not that
keen on shelling it out. That's no excuse for making mistakes. Pay attention while paying your bills.
You can find ways to save.
Cancer (June 22..July 22) - Today is a 7 - You know who a perfect match for you would
be? A bossy sort of person - a take-charge, make-things-happen type. Somebody who'll protect you.
Somebody you can inspire. Look around.
Leo (July 23.Aug. 22) - Today is a 6 - There's no more time to worry about who said what
to whom. It doesn't really matter now, because there's more work coming in to keep you busy.
Virgo (Aug. 23.Sept. 22) - Today is an 8 - The time to take action is here. You'll know
when the exact moment arrives, if you're watching. This is what all your preparation has been for.
Be bold.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct 22) - Today is a 6 - Discretion is advised. Even if you know the right
answer, don't blurt it out. Only tell the person who really needs to know - and tell them quickly.
Scorpio (Oct. 23.Nov. 21) - Today is a 7 - Are you contemplating a new project? Don't
know quite how you'll-do it? Start by spreading the work around. The more people you get involved,
the easier it will be. And, the more fun it will be.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21) - Today is a 6 - You'd rather make your fortune through a
winning lottery ticket than through hours of backbreaking labor. But you have to earn that dollar in
order to buy the ticket. Keep at it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22..Jan. 19) - Today is an 8 - You're smart, and getting smarter. You can
set up your job to practically do itself. That'll leave you more time to listen to a loved one who needs
your attention.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18) -Today is a·6 - Take a while to mull over your present situa-
tion ...Don't let yourself be pushed into anything. Something you don't quite understand is about to
:beCOme clear.
. Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is a 7 - Stick with what you know is right, even if you're
the minority. More people may agree with you than you realize. You'll eventually hear from them.
Solutions7 Mrs. Peron
8 Wal-Mart rival
9 Go on a tirade
10 Tailor
11 Biscayne Bay
city
12 Originated
13 In an upright
position
19 Natural state
21 Stargazer
23 Out of bed
24 Extend a look
25 Washington
sound
27 Came down to
earth
28 Compete
31 Active starter?
32 Shoestrings
36 Cliff dwelling?
37 Muck
38 Faceted
41 Climbing plant
44 Implement
. 45 Also not
48 Cherry brandy
49 Merchant
DOWN
1 Alamos
2 Order's partner
3 Lionel Richie hit,
"You "
4 Euryale's sister
5 Summer thirst
quenchers
6 Empty space
50 Come to an end
51 Japanese
seaport
52 Ponderer
56 Say it ain't so
58 Split hairs?
60 Get handed a
rap
61 Positive reply
63 Last letter
64 NASA's ISS
partner
65 Matched
collection
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